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Research infrastructures (RI) play an increasingly
important role in the modern science world. What is
this new player of the academic field that has emerged
next to researcher groups, laboratories, institutes
and universities? Essentially, research infrastructures
are broad academic networks integrating research
resources on a more extensive scale than conventional
ones. Such networks emerge for at least two reasons:
modern research is becoming increasingly costly,
hence RIs are a method to accumulate resources and
enhance the competitive potential; furthermore, RIs
build the preconditions for international cooperation
or science internationalisation. European Research
Infrastructure Consortia that accumulate the growing
academic capital are rapidly growing in number in
Europe.
For Lithuanian researchers, an important task is to
integrate into such academic consortia, or otherwise
face a risk of remaining in the periphery of the
academic field.
The first Lithuanian Roadmap for Research
Infrastructures was published in 2011. Issued as a
result of several years of work, the Roadmap adapted
the European and global RI criteria for the Lithuanian
academic field, and identified the first academic
networks operating sufficient resources to place
the networks in a position equal to international
infrastructures, and opened new opportunities for
integration with international RIs.
Lithuanian researchers took advantage of this
opportunity with success: on 22 November 2013, the
organisers of the European Social Survey became
part of the RI Consortium of the European Social
Survey; on 28 October 2014, the researchers of the
national official language brought together to a
national consortium by researchers of the Vytautas
Magnus University were admitted as members to
the European Common Language Resources and
Technology Infrastructure.

The second national Roadmap was necessary in
order to assess the progress of the national research
infrastructures, and identify new infrastructures
capable of representing the Lithuanian academic
community.
The
Commission
on
Research
Infrastructures set up by the Research Council
of Lithuania applied to the already operating
infrastructures with a request to update the
information on their activity, and to the entire
research community of Lithuania with a proposal to
identify new RIs.
The Roadmap was updated following an analysis and
assessment of the proposals submitted by research
and study institutions and a consideration on whether
the RI is significant at national level and able to provide
resources for high-level research and has a potential
to integrate into international consortia. Furthermore,
for the purpose of assessment, account was taken of
whether the RIs could ensure open access, employ
researchers and specialists of highest qualifications
who have experience in working with resources of
infrastructures and able to ensure efficient utilisation
of RIs for the needs of not only the institution, but
also for those of the wider academic community.
There is no doubt that in several years from now the
third Roadmap will appear compiled in response to
the new configurations in the academic field, while
the present Roadmap will remain part of the history.
Thus, our Roadmaps perform a double role: they form
new academic identities and record the essential
stages in the history of Lithuanian science.

Chairman of the Research Council of Lithuania
Dainius H. Pauža
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DEFINITION, PURPOSE AND SIGNIFICANCE
OF RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES
In the modern world, scientific knowledge is
perceived as an important factor of global and
local economic, as well as social and political
development. Quality research is the basis for
understanding the place of the man in the world
and his relation with the environment, the matter
of the universe and the origin of life, as well of the
progress of society. Scientific knowledge is also a
prerequisite for technical and medical innovations
relevant for each society. Science is becoming a
public good of international significance and one
of the invaluable sources of innovations, economic
well-being and social progress. In its turn that
creates a need to search for new research practice
administration models employing which would
facilitate the most efficient utilisation of material
resources and the intellectual potential.
No modern innovative or top-quality research is
possible without creating favourable conditions,
i.e. a creative intellectual environment, freely
accessible research equipment and a suitable
methodological base. To ensure the appropriate
concentration and efficiency of research resources,
significant attention is devoted to the management
of the research system and the development of its
infrastructure.
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In general terms the research infrastructure is
understood as an entirety of interrelated structural
elements enabling conducting and maintaining
research. In that sense, this may refer to the entire
research infrastructure of a specific state or region,
or a certain research area or field. A research
infrastructure normally consists of material and
intellectual research resources concentrated
at conventional and well-recognised research
institutions, universities, institutes, research

centres, laboratories, etc. However, not infrequently,
such a system is fragmented and isolated, and
economically inefficient duplication of functions,
impeding the cooperation of researchers and
institutions both among themselves as well as with
industry and business entities. Strategic planning
and management of a broadly defined research
infrastructure oriented towards the creation of a
coherent national or European-level research area
require distinguishing integrated or interrelated
competence platforms for knowledge means
or data, or their use, which could facilitate the
actualisation of and give meaning to the existing
relations among research institutions by integrating
their resources and avoiding radical institutional
reforms. Such infrastructures are created on
the basis of traditional research institutions
as national or international level networks of
research institutions or related facilities, with a
view to contributing to, rather than replacing the
existing research framework. In this specific sense,
a research infrastructure (hereinafter – RI) is a
physically or virtually existing platform, having its
own name and defined management principles
and providing access for the research community
to facilities, data and competences required for
conducting top level research.
It is common to define an RI is defined as an entirety
of measures, resources and related services that
the research community uses when conducting
research: it comprises scientific equipment,
research material, knowledge sources, information
and communication technologies-based infra
structures, as well as means vitally important for
acquiring scientific competence. However, an RI is
much more than mere research equipment or a data

archive. The purpose of all RIs is to provide research
services under pre-agreed terms; furthermore, they
are open for researchers from other institutions or
new institutional partners. Therefore, RIs should be
perceived not only as a means for the redeployment
of material and intellectual resources available for
research institutions, but also as a new tool for
mainstreaming such resources and making them
operational.
In terms of their form, research infrastructures
may be single-sited (centralised), distributed
(network), or virtual (digital). The concept of an
RI is most clearly defined and best established
in physical and technology sciences. Due to the
specific research needs in these research areas,
the research community tends to use research
centres that have and can provide expensive
and sophisticated physical instruments such as
telescopes, particle accelerators, special purpose
laboratories, etc. The RI concept is also used in
environmental and biomedical sciences, though
in those areas infrastructures have a higher
degree of diversity and complexity. Those areas
of science are characterised more by distributed
(network) infrastructures, in particular coordinated
environmental research stations, biobanks, tissue
banks, bioinformatics repositories and processing
centres. A relatively new phenomenon is research
infrastructures in humanities and social sciences
requiring less experimental equipment, where
the decisive role is played by information. The
most important requirement for researchers
in humanities and social sciences is a safe and
convenient storage, accumulation and processing
of the maximum amount and diversity of data
and sources, therefore the RIs are developed

employing modern information technologies.
Such infrastructures most often are virtual and
comprise digital libraries, data repositories,
search engines, etc. accessible via computer
networks from the workplace of each researcher.
In terms of research topics covered, RIs may be
specialised and relate to research in a single or
several related areas (astronomical observatories,
nature studies stations, etc.), and interdisciplinary
whose resources are made available to
researchers of multiple fields, or even those from
different areas (libraries, museums, information
and communication infrastructures, etc.). Legally
a research infrastructure may be managed by a
single institution, or by a consortium of several
institutions.
The creation, upgrading and maintenance of
efficiently operating research infrastructures
are a prerequisite for the future science of any
state. However, the successful implementation
of the objective requires not only constructive
ideas, but also substantial investment that
should be supported by well-thought decisions
of the scientific and political community. In order
to ensure that public funds are used in a most
efficient manner and taking into consideration the
vital needs of the public and the actual capacities
of the scientific community, nearly all European
states, including Lithuania, draw up National
Roadmaps for research infrastructures specifying
the most important needs of the research
infrastructure and highlighting the strategic
development priorities of national initiatives.
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DEVELOPMENT OF EUROPEAN
RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES.
ESFRI AND ERIC
Top-level RIs is one of the key conditions for
competitiveness of science. Developing and
maintaining such RIs, however, require substantial
investment. Small countries cannot allocate their
limited resources to a single or several branches
of research. The highly competitive environment
requires creating a critical mass of researchers
capable of achieving a breakthrough in a specific
area of science and ensuring the efficient
dissemination of knowledge among researcher
groups. Therefore in the course of the past decades
the European states, in response to the rapidly
growing demand for research resources and the
prevailing global trends, directed their attention
towards the development of international RIs.
An essential impetus in this area is associated with
the Strasbourg Conference of 2000, at which the
scientific community together with the European
Commission (EC) emphasised that research
infrastructures were one of the key elements of
the commonly built European Research Area.
The conference concluded that the development
of the RIs must be pursued on the national and
international level by integrating and coordinating
the ideas of the scientific community with the
actions of the institutional stakeholders involved in
political and financial decision-making.
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The implementation of the ideas put forward at
the Strasbourg conference led to the creation
in 2002 of the European Strategy Forum for
Research Infrastructures (ESFRI), with a mandate
to draw up a coherent strategy for the European
RI policy, develop a common strategic approach,
coordinate the interests of the parties and
promote multilateral initiatives resulting in a better
use and development of research infrastructures

THE ESFRI ROADMAP OF INTERNATIONAL RIs1

in the European Union (EU) and globally. The
emergence of ESFRI was caused by objective
reasons: the costs of implementing, upgrading and
functioning of research facilities are so high that
they can be reasonably managed only by means of
transnational cooperation.
The year 2006 saw the publication of the first
ESFRI Roadmap – a European RI development
plan identifying long term strategic directions with
a view to coordinating the measures developed at
the European level and the efforts of national states.
The first version of the ESFRI Roadmap defined
35 international RIs of European significance,
comprising all areas of science. The updated
ESFRI Roadmap of 2008 included 44 RI projects.
The third version of the ESFRI Roadmap was
published at the end of 2010; and presented 48 RI
projects responding to the needs of the European
scientific community. The implementation of the
projects would require about EUR 20 billion, and
their annual operating costs would account for
about 10 % of the initial investment. The year 2014
marked the beginning of the updating of the ESFRI
Roadmap, the term for the submission of new
project proposals was until end of March 2015, and
a new version of the ESFRI Roadmap is expected
to come out in 2016.

SOCIAL SCIENCES
AND
HUMANITIES

BIOMEDICAL
SCIENCES

ENVIRONMENT
SCIENCES

CESSDA*

AnaEE

CLARIN ERIC*

BBMRI ERIC*

EU-OPEN- DANUBIUS- IAGOS
SCREEN
RI

DARIAH ERIC*

EATRIS ERIC*

Euro Bio
Imaging

ESS ERIC*

ECRIN ERIC

INFRAFRONTIER*

EPOS

SHARE ERIC*

ELIXIR*

INSTRUCT*

EMSO

E-RIHS

EMPHASIS

ISBE

ERINHA

ACTRIS

ENERGY

MATERIALS
AND ANALYSIS
CENTRES

ECCSEL

ESRF
UPGRADES

CTA

FAIR

EU-SOLARIS

European
Spallation
Source ERIC

E-ELT

KM3NeT

JHR

European XFEL

ELI*

SKA

HL-LHC

EMFL

SPIRAL2

ILL 20/20

EST

EURO-
ARGO
ERIC

EISCAT_3D ICOS ERIC

LifeWatch MYRRHA

SIOS

Windscanner

PHYSICAL AND
TECHNOLOGY
SCIENCES

EINFRASTRUCTURES
PRACE*

MMRI

Regular – RI under preparation
Bold – operating RI
Grey – distributed (network) RI
Blue – single-sited (centralised) RI
* – RIs in which Lithuanian RIs participate, or cooperate with

1

http://www.esfri.eu/esfri_roadmap2016/roadmap-2016.php (updated regularly)
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RIS REGISTERED WITH THE ERIC2 AND THE ERIC LEVEL RIS INCLUDED IN
THE ESFRI ROADMAP (DATA OF 2015)
Although according to the EU legislation the
responsibility for the development of RIs lies
with national supervisory authorities, the ESFRI
Roadmap and the processes triggered by it
demonstrate that in the future increasingly more
common EU resources should be allocated for
developing, updating and maintaining European
RIs. Thus, the 7th Framework Programme
implemented in 2007-2013 provided for about EUR
1 billion for the development of RIs, and the Horizon
2020 programme intends to allocate another EUR
2.5 billion for the ongoing and new RIs. A major
part of the funds will be used to integrate the RIs
and ensure the open access. Significant financial
resources are assigned to fund the preparatory
phase of the projects under the ESFRI Roadmap.
However, the major part of the costs related to
the development, upgrading or operation of
RIs is borne by the Member States. With a view
to promoting investment in RIs, in 2007 the
European Commission (EC) in cooperation with
the European Investment Bank (EIB) proposed a
new instrument – a Risk Sharing Financial Facility
(RSFF), according to which the EIB grants loans
jointly funded by the EC to institutions creating RIs
in EU Member States and associated states. Under
the RSFF, loans for developing and upgrading
infrastructures are provided under much more
favourable terms than regular commercial loans.
To create a favourable legal environment for
encouraging EU Member States not only to
accelerate investment in RIs, but also to participate
in their integration on the European scale, in 2009
the Council of the EU approved a regulation on
the European Research Infrastructure Consortium
(ERIC). The regulation promotes new initiatives on
transnational cooperation to develop and upgrade
RIs, and provides for conditions conducive to

the implementation of the projects foreseen
in the ESFRI Roadmap. ERIC is a legal entity
recognised in all EU Member States, with flexible
internal infrastructure defined in the Statutes
of its members. ERIC members may include EU
Member States, associated countries, and third
countries that are not associated countries,
as well as intergovernmental organisations.
However, in practice the states participating in the
ERIC consortium appoint research institutions to
conduct the activities.
An important outcome of the ESFRI activities is
an RI development process system encompassing
all stages, from the birth of an idea to the
implementation of the project. The system well
facilitates coordinating the interests of different
States, organisations and research communities.
Lithuania should also review its scientific interests
on a regular basis in order to decide on the ESFRI
RI projects worth for Lithuania to participate in
as a member or a partner. The ESFRI process that
has defined clear landmarks for the development
of the European research capacities in the course
of the next 10 to 20 years has encouraged the
governments of many countries to draw up
similar strategic documents or their national
RI Roadmaps. The RI Roadmaps of European
States highlight the need to participate in the
creation or use the European RI currently under
development. The drawing up of the ESFRI
and the national Roadmaps essentially reflects
the important developments in the European
Research Area as the joint and well-coordinated
participation of multiple states in the high-level RI
operations opens up new possibilities for Europe
to compete in the global arena of innovations and
high added value research.

BBMRI-ERIC

Biobanks and Biomolecular Resources Research Infrastructure Consortium

CERIC-ERIC

Central European Research Infrastructure Consortium

CESSDA

Consortium of European Social Science Data Archives

CLARIN-ERIC**

Common Language Resources and Technology Infrastructure

DARIAH ERIC

European digital research infrastructure for the Arts and Humanities

EATRIS-ERIC

European Advanced Translational Research Infrastructure in Medicine European Research Infrastructure Consortium

ECCSEL

European Carbon Dioxide Capture and Storage Laboratory Infrastructure

ECRIN-ERIC

European Clinical Research Infrastructure Network

EMSO

European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and Water Column Observatory

ESS ERIC**

European Social Survey

European Spallation European Spallation Source
Source ERIC
EU-OPENSCREEN

European Infrastructure of Open Screening Platforms for Chemical Biology

Euro-Argo ERIC

Euro-Argo Research Infrastructure

ICOS ERIC

Integrated Carbon Observation System

JIV-ERIC

Joint Institute for Very Long Baseline Interferometry

„LifeWatch“

Science and Technology Infrastructure for Research on Biodiversity and Ecosystems

SHARE-ERIC

European Research Infrastructure Consortium for the Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in Europe

SIOS

Svalbard Integrated Arctic Earth Observation System

Blue – applicants to the ERIC
Green – ERIC level RIs, managed by Norway and without a consortium status
** – Lithuania is a member

2
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Source https://ec.europa.eu/research/infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg=eric (updated regularly).
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LITHUANIAN RI POLICY
AND THE NATIONAL ROADMAP
In 2007, the Government of the Republic of Lithuania
drew up a concept for the development of integrated
research, education and business centres (valleys), and in
2008, the Government approved five valley development
programmes. The consolidation of national-level
institutions of related research areas through a merger of
their dispersed resources is in most cases a progressive
step that not only boosts the efficiency in resource
management, but also creates the preconditions for the
country to participate in major European RI consortia.
For a small country like Lithuania, the participation in
international RI projects is the only possibility to provide
its researchers with access to facilities and methods of
cutting-edge world level research. However, it should
be noted that neither the development (2008), nor
the amendment (2014) of the valley programme took
due account of the European Roadmap for research
infrastructures drawn up by the ESFRI.
Having become a Member State of the EU, Lithuania
appointed its representatives to the ESFRI, and has been
since 2004 participating in the activities of the forum.
In April 2009, the Ministry of Education and Science set
up a working group consisting of Lithuanian and émigré
researchers and innovative business representatives and
tasked with drafting guidelines for the development of
the Lithuanian RIs. With a view to identifying the main
directions in the development of the national RIs for the
coming 10 to 15 years, the working group suggested that
its members, in cooperation with the scientific community,
identify the most viable projects. Upon a decision of the
working group, the right of submitting proposals and
a preliminary evaluation was assigned to theme subgroups that organised the promotion of project ideas and
communication with the scientific community. To ensure
greater publicity of the working group, the Ministry of
Education and Science3 applied to higher education and
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research institutions and high technology entities inviting
them cooperate with the working group in identifying the
most important national RI projects.
In 2010, the Ministry of Education and Science authorised
the Research Council of Lithuania to represent the Republic
of Lithuania in creating European research infrastructure
consortia according to the EU Council regulation.4
Following the draft guidelines on the development of the
RI, in 2011 the Research Council of Lithuania drew up and
published the first Roadmap for research infrastructures
of Lithuania designed to identify the strategic directions
of the long-term development of the national RIs. The
Lithuanian Roadmap for research infrastructures presents
the Lithuanian RI projects that are prioritised in relation
to Lithuania’s progress towards the membership of the
European research infrastructures included in the ESFRI
Roadmap, as well as other international RIs. The Roadmap
introduces 15 national infrastructure projects important
for the national research and development, and specifies
international infrastructures that Lithuania should seek to
join. The proposals for Lithuanian RI projects submitted
to the Research Council of Lithuania in order to be
included in the Roadmap of 2011 were all considered at
the respective sub-groups of the Research Council of
Lithuania (humanities and social sciences, biomedical,
physical and technology sciences); to obtain an objective
and unbiased opinion a summary evaluation of the
proposals was performed by foreign experts.
In 2012, the Minister for Education and Science of the
Republic of Lithuania approved the Description of
the procedure for the participation in international
infrastructures.5 In the same year, the Research Council of
Lithuania approved the Description of the procedure for
the initiation of the participation of Lithuanian institutions
in international RIs, according to which the Research

Council of Lithuania set up a Commission for research
infrastructures of the Research Council of Lithuania.6 The
Commission evaluates the plans on the membership in
European RI consortia drawn up by Lithuanian research
institutions or their groups, having regard to the needs of
the Lithuanian scientific community and the preparedness
of the drafters of the membership plans to participate in
an international infrastructure. The Commission submits
its conclusion to the Research Council of Lithuania which,
upon evaluating the conclusions of the Commission,
decides on whether to approve the plan and submit
it, in connection with the conclusion, to the Ministry of
Education and Science. The final decision concerning the
participation of Lithuanian institutions in international
research infrastructures is passed by the Government of
the Republic of Lithuania on a proposal of the Ministry of
Education and Science.
The Lithuanian Roadmap for Research Infrastructures is
a long-term planning instrument encompassing all areas
of science, ranging from humanities and social sciences
to physical and technology sciences. The Roadmap is a
strategic document based on the analysis of the Lithuanian
and the European research infrastructure system, taking
into account the factual and potential links and synergies
between national and international RIs, also duly taking
into account the priorities of the Lithuanian and European
research activities. The Roadmap is a dynamic document,
updated with regard to changes related to the need for
infrastructures and their development. According to the
established procedure, the Research Council of Lithuania
reviews and updates the Lithuanian Roadmap for research
infrastructures no less frequently than once per five years. 7
At the request of the Ministry of Education and Science,
in 2014 the Research Council of Lithuania updated the
Roadmap to include new infrastructure projects: the
Roadmap 2011 list consisting of 15 RI projects was in 2014
3
4

5

6

7

supplemented with seven other RI projects selected
from 26 project proposals received. When updating
the Roadmap, the experts of the Council took into
consideration the links of all national infrastructures
with the priority directions of the smart specialisation of
Lithuania. All the infrastructures included in the updated
Roadmap implement one or several priorities of the
smart specialisation.
An inclusion of any RI project into the national
Roadmap means recognition of its significance.
The current Roadmap for research infrastructure
of Lithuanian introduces 22 initiatives of national
significance. The development and maintenance of all
those infrastructures, including their integration into
international networks or consortia, is a vital factor in
pursuit of a qualitative improvement of the conditions
and the environment of Lithuanian research that
represent the basis for the progress and breakthrough
of Lithuanian research. The presentation of a research
infrastructure in a national or international Roadmap
does not by itself ensure any funding required for its
development, updating or maintenance, as decisions
regarding RI funding are taken separately. The public
financial resources will be used efficiently only provided
the funding and investment for specific RIs are allocated
taking duly in account the Roadmap.
Following the recommendations provided in the
Roadmap 2011, and the synergies defined therein with
the European infrastructures, in 2013 Lithuania became
a member of the European Research Infrastructure
Consortium ‘European Social Survey’ – ESS ERIC, and in
2014 – a member of the European Research infrastructure
Consortium ‘Common Language Resources and
Technology infrastructure network – CLARIN ERIC.

Letter No. SR-40-338 of 10 August 2009 of the Ministry of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania.
Letter No. 43-01-R-3604 of 24 May 2010 of the Ministry of Education and Science ‘Regarding the participation in creation
consortia of European research infrastructures‘.
Order No. V-1068 of 2 July 2012 of the Minister of Education and Science ‘Regarding the approval of the procedure for the
participation in international research infrastructures‘.
Resolution No. VII-127 ‘Regarding the approval of the Description of the procedure for the initiation of the participation of
Lithuanian institutions in international research infrastructures’, and Resolution No. VII-130 ‘Regarding the approval of the
commission of research infrastructures’ of 17 December 2012 of the Research Council of Lithuania.
Order No. V-1068 of 2 July 2012 of the Minister of Education and Science of the Republic of Lithuania ‘Regarding the approval
of the Description of the procedure for the participation in the international research infrastructures’.
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INFRASTRUCTURES INCLUDED IN
THE ROADMAP FOR RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES OF LITHUANIA 2014
Acronym and name of the RI

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.

E-lingua (CLARIN-LT) – Electronic Resources of the Lithuanian Language
VDU
CLARIN ERIC
ESS LT – European Social Survey
KTU
ESS ERIC
LiDA – Lithuanian Data Archive for Humanities and Social Sciences
KTU
CESSDA ERIC
HUMRE* – Research Infrastructure for Human Well-Being and Development
VU
SHARE ERIC
PITI Aruodai – Heritage and History Research Infrastructure Aruodai
VU
DARIAH ERIC
AEROINFRA – Aerobiological Research Infrastructure
ŠU
COPAL (ex-EUFAR)
MEDWAN – Biomedicine Data Warehousing, Standardization and Analysis Research Infrastructure
KTU
EATRIS ERIC, BBMRI ERIC
REIA – Research Infrastructure of Experimental Animals
LSMU VA, IMC
INFRAFRONTIER
CossyBio – Centre for Computational, Structural and Systems Biology
VU, LSMU VUOI
ELIXIR, INSTRUCT
INECOM – Infrastructure for Ecological Metabolimics
GTC, VU
EMBRC
Consortium Biobank-LT – National Networks of Biobanks
SMĮA
BBMRI ERIC
INOCHEMAS* – Centre of Innovative Chemistry
FTMC
Neutron ESS
LitGrid-HPC – Lithuanian Grid Infrastructure for High-performance Computing
VU
PRACE ERIC, CERN
Mechatronika – Research Infrastructure of Mechatronics
KTU
MNAAPC* – Micro-, Nanotechnology and Analysis Open Access Centre
KTU
MAO – Molėtai Astronomical Observatory
VU
E-ELT
Laser RI – High-intensity and Broad Spectral Range Ultrashort Pulse Laser Research Infrastructure of National VU, FTMC
ELI ERIC
and International Access
PTC – Centre of Semiconductor Technologies
VU, FTMC
SPECTROVERSUM – Centre of Spectroscopic Characterization of Materials and Electronic/molecular Processes
VU
EUROFEL ERIC
AChePha* – Centre for Applied Chemistry and Biopharmaceutical Research (Cluster)
KTU
INSTRUCT ERIC
ULTRATEST – Ultrasonic Non-destructive Testing, Measurement and Diagnostics centre
KTU
AGBC* – Centre for Plant Genetics and Biotechnologies
LAMMC

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

12

Institution acronym withRelation
the ESFRI

No.

* – included in the Lithuanian RI Roadmap in 2014
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RIs IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

Five RIs in social sciences and humanities were selected to be included in the present
Roadmap:

• E-lingua (CLARIN-LT) – Electronic Resources of the Lithuanian Language;
• ESS LT – European Social Survey;
• LiDA – Lithuanian Data Archive for Humanities and Social Sciences;
• HUMRE – Research Infrastructure for Human Well-Being and Development;
• PITI Aruodai – Heritage and History Research Infrastructure Aruodai.
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RIS IN SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

ROADMAP FOR RESEARCH INFRASTRUCTURES OF LITHUANIA

„E-lingua“ (CLARIN-LT)
Hosting institution: Vytautas Magnus University (VDU), K. Donelaičio g. 58, 4248 Kaunas
Website: http://www.clarin-lt.lt

This infrastructure of language resources research is

in different languages (www.clarin.eu), therefore any

required for university studies, remote language teaching,

higher education or research institution engaged in the

as well as for the creation of new technologies and the

Lithuanian language or language technology studies and

dissemination of the Lithuanian language worldwide. The

seeking the recognition of the studies at the European

E-lingua RI is important not only for science and studies, it is

scale may become a user of the system. Institutions and

an instrument for transposing the Lithuanian language into

their researchers can thus save funds as they do not have

the cyber-space, thus adapting it for modern technologies

to create or maintain an infrastructure, and can avail

and preserving it for the future generations.

themselves of new upgraded conditions for research, while
researchers do not have to install all resources or tools on
their computers as they can access CLARIN services and

Participating institutions:
- Computations Linguistics Centre of the Faculty
of Humanities, and the Faculty of Informatics of
the VDU;
- Department of Information Systems of the
Faculty of Informatics, and the Technology
Centre of Information Systems Design of the
KTU;
- Institute of Applied Sciences of the VU.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

language resources directly in the information network.

The Centre for Computational Linguistics of the VDU

CLARIN ERIC infrastructure integrates a wide range

E-lingua (CLARIN-LT) is an RI of different language

provides the following open access services (http://

of language resources and technologies: text corpus,

resources, instruments and technologies. Such resources

tekstynas.vdu.lt): open access to the Corpus of the

dictionaries, lexical and databases, different language

are a data source and a study object for researchers

contemporary Lithuanian language, parallel corpuses, the

processing

representing multiple science areas, but this RI is most

Lithuanian language noun phrase dictionary and a spoken

technologies, products and services. This integration

relevant for representatives of three areas – humanities,

language records database, as well as a possibility to use

into the international structure is of vital importance as

social and physical sciences. This research infrastructure

the automatic text accentuation system Accentuator, the

it ensures the preservation of the Lithuanian language

is of great interest for linguists, researchers of literature

automatic system for the identification of a morphology

resources and their permanent accessibility internationally.

and folklore, historians, ethnologists, anthropologists,

category in the text ‘Morphological annotator’, the

sociologists, political scientists and social psychologists.

automatic morphological word form generator ‘Morfolema’

Language resources and the instruments for their analysis are

text function setting programme, the automatic music

also a subject of informatics; such resources are employed

transcription programme Solo Explorer, and a set of tools

to create artificial intelligence, software facilitating the

designed to create different language models. For research

interaction between the man and the computer, systems

purposes, the tools are accessible via the internet link of

Natural language is a highly complex communication

of search and retrieval of intellectual information, analysis

the VDU Centre for Computational Linguistics (CCL), or as

system, while its usage is one of the most important

and processing of large texts repositories and multimedia.

an internet as a website service. The most popular service

human abilities inseparable from any human activities.

The synergy of humanities and information sciences has

provided by the CCL is the machine text translation service

Therefore, the studies and knowledge of language are

produced new interdisciplinary research areas, in particular

from English into Lithuanian (http://vertimas.vdu.lt).

relevant from the cultural, social and technological

the processing of natural language, computer linguistics or

viewpoints.

language technologies that need the language resources RI.

The Centre for Computational Linguistics of the Faculty of

MTI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: membership
in the CLARIN ERIC.

Within

the

general,

specialised

and

applied language studies, information technologies
are acquiring an increasingly important role and
require the regular updating of the relevant resources
and the upgrading of language technologies. That was
the idea underlying the creation of E-lingua (CLARINLT), a research infrastructure operating on the basis
of the Lithuanian language electronic resources,
instruments and technologies, and comprising text
corpora, ontology and other language databases
and analysis instruments. Currently the creation of a
B type CLARIN ERIC data and service centre, as well
as the accumulation of digital language resources,
development of their analysis means and other
technologies are in progress.
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THE NEED FOR AND
THE PURPOSE OF THE RI

Humanities and the Faculty of Informatics of the VDU, in

Lithuanian higher education and research institutions

cooperation with the Department of Information Systems

carry out research, most of which is related to the need for

of the Faculty of Informatics of the KTU, as well as the

using language resources and language technologies, and

Technology Centre of Information Systems Design, provide

for having access to the common platform that provides

via the internet link, or as website services, automatic text

standardised services. In view of the overall prevalence

analysis, internet website analysis and other language

of computer technologies and the appearance of digital

technology services (www.semantika.lt). The Institute of

text, video and audio repositories, the work of researchers

Applied Sciences of Vilnius University provides open access

has become impossible without specialised software that

to the language resources created by its researchers.

provides facilities for accumulating, managing and studying

The principal services provided by E-lingua (CLARIN-LT)

electronic resources. Lithuania has accumulated significant
resources of the Lithuanian language and the specifically
designed software; nevertheless, in terms of the nature of
the software available and the services offered to users
in the Lithuanian language, the system is largely lagging
behind those in other EU language.

together with CLARIN ERIC are related to the integration
and the accessibility of European languages for Lithuanian

and

analysis

measures,

standards,

STRUCTURE AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION
The project is implemented by a consortium composed of
the Centre for Computational Linguistics and the Faculty
of Informatics of the VDU, the Department of Information
Systems and the Technology Centre of Information
Systems Design of the KTU, and the Institute of Applied
Sciences of the VU. Other members are expected to
join the consortium in due time. The consortium will
be operating as a national unit within the international
consortium CLARIN ERIC. By participating in the joint
activities of CLARIN ERIC , the national consortium will be
able to contribute to the drafting of standards, and take
over a software of universal profile, i.e. suitable also for
the Lithuanian language, and thus make the resources of
the Lithuanian language accessible for the international
community.
The E-lingua (CLARIN-LT) RI corresponds to the ‘Inclusive
and learning society’ and ‘New materials, processes and
technologies for production’ priority areas of the smart
specialisation of Lithuania.

and European users. The membership of E-lingua in the
international consortium CLRIN ERIC provides access
to large-scale digital audio, video and text databases
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European Social Survey (ESS LT)
Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology (KTU), K. Donelaičio St. 73, LT-44029 Kaunas
Website: www.europeansocialsurvey.org/about/country/lithuania

Participating institutions:
-

Institute of Public Policy and Administration of
the KTU

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: Lithuania is a
member of the ESS ERIC.
The object of social surveys is the beliefs and
behaviour of people, where the results of a
survey not only allow to know society and
forecast its development, but also build a more
solid foundation and a clearer perspective for
practical solutions when facing different social,
economic and political challenges. The European
Social Survey (hereinafter – the ESS LT) is an
academically driven cross-national survey that
has been conducted every two years across
Europe since 2001, to measure attitudes, beliefs
and behaviour patterns of Europeans. Currently
the 7th wave of the European Social Survey is
being implemented.

UNVEILING THE CURTAIN OF
CHANGES IN EUROPEAN SOCIETIES
There are more than one international iterative social
survey (e.g. Eurobarometer, European Values Studies),
however, the ESS LT study is exceptional. The survey
measures the attitudes, beliefs and behaviour patterns
of diverse populations in more than thirty European
nations. The ESS LT studies the social structure, living
conditions and attitudes in Europe, monitors and
records changes in the social, political or moral fabric
of European societies, while an equally important
objective of the study is to introduce soundly-based
indicators of national progress based on citizens’
perceptions and judgements of the key aspects of their
societies. Next to conventional economic indicators,
the ESS LT seeks to create comparative indicators to
be used for the assessment and comparison of the
quality of life in different countries or regions.
Another exceptional feature of the ESS LT is its
pursuit to achieve and spread higher standards of
rigour in cross-national research in the social sciences,
including for example, the questionnaire design and
pre-testing, sampling, data collection, reduction of
bias and the reliability of questions. In 2005, the ESS
was the winner of the EU Descartes Prize for radical
innovations in international opinion surveys. The
European Social Survey seeks to increase the visibility
and accessibility of the data on social changes for
researchers, policy-makers and the wider public. The
ESS LT allows the specialists and the public to use
the accumulated data at no charge and without any
restrictions.
Surveys of different societies (especially multiple
surveys) are one of the essential measures to increase
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the knowledge of social sciences. An important
advantage of such surveys is that the analysis of the
survey data is especially instrumental in creating,
verifying or developing theories, as well as for
learning and teaching. The analysis of the ESS LT data
allows obtaining evidence for the social development
processes in a comparative perspective.

EUROPEAN SOCIAL SURVEY
AS A EUROPEAN RESEARCH
INFRASTRUCTURE CONSORTIUM
Since 30 November 2013, the European Social Survey
has been operating under the status of the European
Research Infrastructure Consortium (ESS ERIC) with
14 EU Member States including the UK, Germany,
Austria, Sweden, Belgium, Poland and other countries
as its full members. Lithuania is a full member of the
ESS ERIC, and this European infrastructure was the
first one joined by the Republic of Lithuania.
ESS ERIC is an international infrastructure, and
the implementation of its activities is the result
of joint efforts of multiple institutions in different
European countries. ESS ERIC is managed by the
General Assembly consisting of representatives
of the Member States and appointing a Research
Director responsible for the day-to-day actions.
The headquarters of the infrastructure operates
at City University London, United kingdom; the
principal scientific team made up of the following six
institutions: Norwegian Social Science Data Service,
Leibnitz Institute for the Social Sciences, Germany; the
Netherlands Institute for Social Research, University
of Pompeu Fabra, Barcelona, University of Leuven,
Belgium, and University of Ljubljana, Slovenia.
As a research infrastructure, the European Social
Survey ensures the constant collection of data about
the attitudes and behaviour of Europeans, which
enables different groups of researchers to include the

most important scientific themes in their research.
In recent years, the main themes of the ESS LT
have been personal and social well-being, the
understanding and assessment of democracy, the
media and social trust, a welfare state, etc.
A standard survey is conducted in 36 states, and
its results are used by researchers in different
social sciences and humanities from more than 160
countries of the world. The data of the ESS LT have
already been used in hundreds of scientific articles
and academic monographs.
The Institute of Public Policy and Administration
(VPAI) of the KTU is the administrator of the ESS LT
and the ESS ERIC service provider in Lithuania. By
implementing the ESS ERIC activities in Lithuania,
the KTU VPAI not only contributes to the creation
of pan-European indicators of national progress
that are based on people’s attitudes and opinions
about the principal aspects of social life, but also
every second year carries out representative opinion
surveys among Lithuanian residents, provides
public access to the primary data of such surveys,
and arranges regular training for ESS LT data users
(students of social sciences, scientists, and other
researchers or experts) in Lithuania.
The surveys of the 4th, 6th and 7th wave of the ESS
LT were performed by UAB Baltijos tyrimai, and the
5th wave survey was conducted by UAB RAIT. The
European Social Survey is conducted and its data
are presented in all cases in close cooperation with
the media; the results of the survey are published on
the news portals Delfi and Alfa, and are commented
in radio and TV programmes.
Lithuania is a regular participant of methodological
surveys of international social studies conducted by
the European Social Survey.
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Lithuanian Data Archive
for Humanities and Social Sciences (LiDA)

social surveys, historical statistics and the political system;

The European HSS data institutions are united in the

the data are described according to the international

Consortium of European Social Science Data Archive

Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology (KTU), K. Donelaičio St. 73, LT-44029 Kaunas

standards in English and Lithuanian. The archive stores

(CESSDA) established in 2013 whose services in Lithuania

Website: www.lidata.eu

the data from the European Social Survey, the European

are provided by LiDA. The members of the CESSDA

Values Studies, the International Social Survey Programme,

consortium are 13 European states, including Norway, the

the European Election Studies, Lithuanian national election

United Kingdom, Germany, Switzerland, Austria, Slovenia

studies and other social studies of national importance.

and other states. The principal objective of the consortium

Furthermore, access to the official statistics and the survey

is a fully-fledged and sustainable infrastructure assisting

data stored at the Statistics Lithuania is currently being

scientists in conducting top-level research in their search

created through the LiDA catalogue. All the data in the

for solutions in the face of the main challenges of modern

system are linked to search engines, such as the Lithuanian

societies.

Participating institutions:
-

Institute of Public Policy and Administration of
the KTU.

QUALITY AND PUBLICLY
ACCESSIBLE DATA
A comprehensive understanding of a society is impossible
without long-term empiric studies, and the data of such

RI type: localised, network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: Lithuania is a
member of the CESSDA.
Nowadays all countries face numerous challenges
in such areas as labour market or welfare systems,
healthcare or social security, demography or
migration and others. The ability to comprehend
and address the challenges and the changes
demands surveys and reliable data. Such data are
also required for the purpose of implementing
an evidence-based public policy. Quality data
is a vitally important part of a science-based
understanding and management of society.
For modern states, data as well as reliable data
accumulation and dissemination institutions are
of equal importance. In Lithuania, open access
to the data on the most important national and
international studies is provided by the Lithuanian
Data Archive for Humanities and Social Sciences
(hereinafter – LiDA).

surveys must be freely accessible to researchers and other
persons concerned. The data of public opinion polls that
since the second half of the 20th c. have been one of the
most important sources for social surveys are accumulated
and published in specially constructed data centres –
empiric data repositories. The practice first appeared some
70 years ago, when the world’s oldest public opinion data
archive, the Roper Centre was established in the United
States in 1947. Today such archives most often serve as
repositories not only of opinion surveys, but also of various
digital data required for social sciences and humanities.
In Lithuania, the beginning of long-term storage and

Academic Electronic Library (www.elaba.lt), the Lithuanian
virtual library (www.lvb.lt), or Google, which makes them
readily accessible to the users.
LiDA also publishes teaching aids in which researchers
in relevant areas present the most advanced research
methods. Two textbooks on qualitative comparative analysis
and applied regression have been published under the
‘Research Methods’ series. The archive provides training on
data analysis conducted by Lithuanian and foreign experts.
Such training sessions receive considerable attention on
the part of HSS scientist and researchers, and the teaching
aids are widely used for university level studies.

data archive in 2006. LiDA is a virtual digital infrastructure
in the HSS area (www.lidata.eu), identical to the social
data repositories operating in other European countries,
such as the Swiss Foundation for Social Research (FORS),
Norwegian Social Science Data Services (NSD), German

recording standards, protocols and good professional
practice, while providing the general European access to
social sciences data resources.
The tools installed in the LiDA long-term data storage and
dissemination systems (such as multilingual thesauruses,
DDI metadata standard, OAI-PMH (Open Archives
Initiative Protocol for Metadata Harvesting), provide a
ready interface to the CESSDA cataloguing system (www.
cessda.net). The catalogue is exceptional in its functionality
permitting simultaneous search in data archives of several
countries and, upon locating a required survey or data,
directly access to the archive storing the data. The search

dissemination of empiric data is associated with the
establishment of humanities and social sciences (HSS)

CESSDA develops and coordinates the HSS data

is performed through a multilingual thesaurus whose

OPENING OF THE DATA ON
LITHUANIA TO THE WORLD AND
INTEGRATION INTO EUROPEAN
INFRASTRUCTURES

Lithuanian version is integrated into the general system,
while a search for data or variables may be performed
in Lithuanian. In 2015, the CESSDA catalogue contained
more than 400 data sets stored at LiDA.

As recently as several decades ago, the HSS studies were

The participation of LiDA in this research infrastructure

mostly local with just a very limited number of international

undeniably boosts the development and quality of

surveys. Now the situation is substantially different – the

surveys in the Lithuanian society and its evolution, and

LiDA provides access to HSS survey data collected at

studies are increasingly geared towards the international

expands the possibilities for comparative analysis.

Lithuanian higher education and research institutions. The

comparative and historical analysis, and the trend is

key providers (depositors) of the data are researchers from

specifically prominent in Europe. Thus, the cooperation

Kaunas University of Technology, Vilnius University, Vytautas

of LiDA with data archives in other countries and its

Magnus University, the Lithuanian Social Research centre,

participation in international associations open the data

the Institute of Lithuanian History, as well as public opinion

about Lithuania to the world and provide access to the

survey organisations (RAIT, Vilmorus). Currently, LiDA

data created in other countries.

Social Science Infrastructure Service (GESIS) or the UK
Data Archive (UKDA).

catalogues contain more than 500 data sets on qualitative
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Research Infrastructure for Human Well-Being and
Development (HUMRE)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, LT-01513 Vilnius
Website: www.humre.fsf.vu.lt

Participating institutions:
- Faculty of Philology of the VU;
- Faculty of Natural Sciences of the VU.

THE PURPOSE OF AND THE NEED
FOR THE INFRASTRUCTURE
The HUMRE infrastructure is represented by interdisciplinary

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: membership
in the SHARE research infrastructure consortium,
preparedness for the SHARE ERIC membership.
Studies in human well-being in different stages of
evolution are an important source of information
and accurate data for the academic community
in social sciences, humanities and biomedical
sciences, as well for the institutions responsible
for taking strategic social and political decisions
and their implementation. One of the stages in
the process of human development – ageing
– is becoming a major challenge that the
European Union, including Lithuania, is facing.
This research area is covered by the HUMRE – a
network interdisciplinary human well-being and
development research infrastructure participating
in the activities of the international SHARE (the
Survey of Health, Ageing and Retirement in
Europe 50+ in Europe) infrastructure.

research in the area of ageing, retirement and the database

of human well-being and the different stages of human

the problems in methodological research of ageing, the

development. HUMRE provides researcher and technical

development of research tools, as well as the enhancement

personnel services, access to different equipment and

of researchers’ competences.

instruments designed to analyse human behaviour

(project SHARE Lietuva), as well as by access to the material

SHARE is one of the main studies in the European RI

facilities used for studying human development and well-

research area conducting international, continuous and

being, and assessing human functionality. In view of the

interdisciplinary research in ageing in 20 European countries

improving quality of life and longer life expectancy, as well

and Israel, and providing access to the database in the

as the average age of the population, the different research

areas of health, socio-economic status, social and family

of the elderly are of utmost importance when searching

networks. SHARE is primarily meant for representatives of

for possibilities to deal with the challenges created by the

social sciences (demographers, economists, psychologists,

ageing of the population and ensure the well-being of the

sociologists, specialists in social and political sciences,

elderly. The issues are addressed within the framework

etc.); however, it is highly relevant for representatives of

of SHARE – a survey for health, ageing and retirement

other research areas studying the related issues (biologists,

conducted since 2004. SHARE is one of the most important

epidemiologists, medics, or researchers in public health

interdisciplinary surveys in which Lithuania participates

issues). The principal purpose of the SHARE project is

through the activities of the HUMRE research infrastructure

to accumulate the data on the individual and the society

(ww.share-project.org).

ageing processes, and provide access to such data. By 2015,

The participation in the international continuous study
SHARE, access to the data accumulated in the course
of the survey, and to the material facilities required for
studying human well-being and development, as well as
the services provided to the scientific community are key to
social sciences and the fundamental and applied research
in humanities and biomedical sciences.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
By participating in the SHARE infrastructure, the HUMRE
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The activities in the area are related to the analysis of

SHARE conducted five waves of research (2004, 2006,
2010, 2012 and 2014); the research included studies in living
conditions, and one retrospective study SHARELIFE 2008,
which focused on people’s life histories. Another five waves
of the studies are scheduled to be conducted by 2024.
The data collected through more than 150,000 interviews

and well-being, and conducts different competence
development and internship programmes.

INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Since 2013, Vilnius University has cooperated with the
SHARE-ERIC infrastructure included into the European
ESFRI Roadmap, and the University has been part of
the infrastructure activities starting with Wave 7. In 2015,
the Scientific Committee of the SHARE infrastructure
approved the participation of Vilnius University in the
SHARE consortium, as a national research partner. Vilnius
University was invited to sign an agreement that marked
the beginning of the integration of the HUMRE into the
SHARE ERIC consortium. Vilnius University will participate
in the research under individual waves of the SHARE until
2024, accumulate the data of interdisciplinary research
in the international network and national database, and
provide its research community with quality access to
scientific material.

allow analysing the life of people over 50, while assessing

The activities under the HUMRE infrastructure are mostly

their physical and mental health, economic and public

associated with two priority areas of smart specialisations

engagement, income, assets, the patterns of spending time

in Lithuania: ‘Health technologies and biotechnologies’

and money within and outside the family, their satisfaction

and ‘Inclusive and creative society’.

with life, as well as the well-being of people.

is engaged in research on ageing issues in Lithuania, and

The material facilities of the HUMRE infrastructure

accumulates national data. This enables the researchers to

consisting of the scientific facilities used in social and

access the SHARE data and perform a comparative analysis

biomedical sciences, statistics software, instruments for

of the data collected in Lithuania and other countries.

assessing human well-being and functionality, enable
different research not only in the area of ageing, but also
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Heritage and History Research Infrastructure Aruodai
(PITI Aruodai)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius
Website: http://www.aruodai.lt

Participating institutions:
- Faculty of Communication of the VU;
- Institute of the Lithuanian Literature and
Folklore;
- UAB Atviras kodas verslui.
RI type: virtual.
ESFRI and international cooperation: institutional
membership in the DARIAH-EU, Europeana
Network, submitted documents concerning the
national representation (membership) in
DARIAH-EU.
Conventionally, historical and cultural heritage
is stored and studied in archives, libraries and
museums. However, the recent increased use of
modern information technologies and innovative
methods in social sciences and humanities creates
an international-scale need for digital archives
in arts and humanities, data accumulation
and processing instruments, and the need to
apply the results of studies in addressing social
challenges and creating added values of different
capital forms (social, cultural, innovations, etc.)
in cultural and creative industries. PITI Aruodai
is a heritage and history research infrastructure
designed for the accumulation of the heritage in
Lithuanian studies and the related research data,
and for providing access to such data.

THE PURPOSE OF AND THE NEED

FOR THE INFRASTRUCTURE

SERVICES AND ACTIVITIES

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The PITI Aruodai is an RI mostly intended for Lithuanian

The services provided by PITI Aruodai are both virtual and

and foreign researchers in HSS, as well as institutions

physical. The first group of virtual services is designed for

The basis of the PITI Aruodai was created in 2003–2006

accumulating and protecting the heritage in the Lithuanian

content creators who are provided access to the entire

in accordance with the inter-institutional project ‘The

studies, and applying the results of the research to

infrastructure to present the content. That is a partial

electronic compendium of sources on Lithuanian spiritual

address social challenges. The creation and maintenance

infrastructure (thesauruses, auxiliary databases) that

culture: ethnology, language and history’. Following the

of the PITI Aruodai has become necessary in view of the

can be used to manage the content of related projects

completion of the project, the RI is further controlled by

problems that have emerged in the Lithuanian science and

connected to PITI Aruodai by network communications,

the Faculty of Communication of the VU, the Institute of

that can be defined as cross-sector exclusion, a limited

and tools ensuring the semantic interoperability of parts

the Lithuanian Literature and Folklore and UAB Atviras

area of interdisciplinary research, institutional isolation of

of the specific content (e.g., a historical geoinformation

kodas verslui.

science and research, inadequate cooperation between

management tool http://tautosaka.llt.lt/lt/unitedgeo/). The

the research sector and business, limited applicability of

second group of virtual services is dedicated to data users.

the HSS research results, isolation of the research sector

All the data of the PITI Aruodai are provided online on the

and its inadequate contribution to creating communication

website www.aruodai.lt. Currently the system provides

products designed for the wider public.

data from a number of research areas, such as archaeology,

In terms of the sectoral integration, this RI related the heritage

ethnology, folklore studies, history and linguistics. The

digitalisation sector under the auspices of the Ministry of
Culture with the high education and research sector within
the competence of the Ministry of Education and Science. On
the personal level, the audience of the PITI Aruodai includes
about 1,200 researchers and scientists, more than 5,500
students of higher educational establishments and different
study programmes (assigned to the areas corresponding to

principal repository contains more than 1,760 full-text
recordings, 2,600 video and audio archive recordings,
2,500 entries of the term thesaurus, and 910 articles, 1,400
entries of personalities bank, 3,070 entries of bibliography
catalogue, 27,100 entries of the geography bank, 1,151 fairytale and 361 descriptions of song types. In the future the
PITI Aruodai will develop by introducing a new philosophy

the themes of the IR). From among research and memory

unit and expanding its archaeology unit.

institutions the PITI Aruodai includes about 10 higher

The physical services provided by the PITI Aruodai

education and research institutions, more than 1,400

include consultations and expert activities in the areas of

libraries (including the Lithuanian National library, 5 libraries

cultural heritage and digitalisation and standardisation of

of national significance, 46 libraries of Lithuanian higher

HSM, and the technological provision. For the purpose

education institutions, 5 libraries of Lithuanian regions, 60

of implementing the activities, researchers of the Faculty

municipal level libraries, 134 museums (including 4 national

of Communication of the VU work in different expert

museums, 17 republican level museums), and 15 national

panels (such as the Heritage Digitalisation Council under

archives.

the Ministry of Culture, the Museum Council, the Library

The PTI Aruodai is developed as a virtual RI covering five
areas of science – archaeology, ethnology, folklore studies,
history and linguistics. The sources and scientific data
of the areas are stored in the principal repository of the
PITI Aruodas, and the video and audio archives; they are
openly accessible on the website www.aruodai.lt. Further
to the scientific data, the PITI Aruodas has developed and
maintained different auxiliary databases: terminology
thesauruses from various science fields, the personalities’
bank, a bibliography catalogue and a geography bank. It
is also develops and maintains information management
tools.
On the international level, the PITI Aruodai cooperates
most closely with Europeana Network, a cultural heritage
digitalisation network, and the DARIAH-EU infrastructure
network of the ESFRI for the arts and humanities. The PITI
Aruodai also maintains contacts with the CARARE and
ARIADNE networks.

Council, Technical Committee (TC) 47 Information and
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documentation, TC 86 Digital geographic information, and
TC81 Conservation of cultural heritage of the Lithuanian
Standards Board, etc.).
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RIs IN BIOMEDICAL SCIENCES

Six RIs in biomedical sciences were selected to be included in the present Roadmap:

• AEROINFRA – National Aerobiological Research Infrastructure;
• MEDWAN – Biomedicine Data Warehousing, Standardization and Analysis
Research Infrastructure;
• REIA – Research Infrastructure of Experimental Animals;
• CossyBio – Centre for Computational, Structural and Systems Biology;
• INECOM – Infrastructure for Ecological Metabolomics;
• Consortium Biobank-LT – National Networks of Biobanks.
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National Aerobiological Research Infrastructure
(AEROINFRA)
Hosting institution: Šiauliai University, Vilniaus St. 88, 76285 Šiauliai

Participating institutions:
- Department of Environmental Sciences and
Physics of the ŠU;
- Department of Hydrology and Climatology of
the VU;
- Inter-faculty medicine studies and synthesis
laboratory of the VU;
- Department of Plant Pathology and Protection
of the Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture
and Forestry.
RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: EUFAR,
EARLINET-ASOS.

On the global scale there is a shortage of data
related to the productivity, and especially the
dissemination of pollen and spores; the availability
of adequate data in the area would facilitate
a breakthrough in such areas as paleobotany,
archaeology, allergology, agronomy or forensic
studies, and not only in Lithuania. AEROINFRA
is a national RI operating on the basis of an
interdisciplinary network of researcher groups
ensuring the operation in Lithuania of a system
on the accumulation, assessment and modern
forecasting of data of the dissemination of
airborne allergens and plant pathogens.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The objective is to ensure, through the use of the
instrumental tools of AEROINFRA, the implementation
of the highest-level scientific ideas and the
development of innovative technologies thus realising
the national ideas on the international research arena
by promoting cross-border cooperation in the areas
of aerobiology, biometrology, allergology and plant
pathology. This research infrastructure provides
possibilities for external users to access not only the
technical resources, but also the services and other
scientific outputs. A major part of the potential users
of the services provided by AEROINFRA are persons
susceptible to airborne pollen and pathogenic fungal
spores whose numbers in Lithuania according to
different sources of information range from 120,000
to 300,000. The other part of the users is represented
by businesses providing horticulture and forestry
services, for which the pathogen dissemination
information system is of utmost importance for the
purpose of agrobiological resource protection.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The purpose of the aerobiological research network
infrastructure is to bring together the researchers
in the area by providing them with an appropriate
environment and possibilities to address in an
integrated manner the dysfunctions caused by
aerosols of biological origin under the conditions
of global changes, and use the capacities of the
infrastructure for research of applied nature leading
to the creation of added value, thus enabling the
researchers to become leaders in the project jointly

implemented with foreign partners. The data
generated by this RI are important to researchers
in different areas who seek competitiveness in the
international research area and create high social and
economic value.
The RI is of great relevance to scientists and society
as a source of quality information about aerosols
(including allergens and pathogens), and is highly
relevant for public health and the development of
agriculture and industry. The information about
the aerobiological situation is useful and relevant
for all people suffering from allergies, doctorsallergologists, pharmaceutical companies and
other institutions concerned. Moreover, forecasts of
dispersal of airborne plant pathogenic fungal spores
are of special relevance for Lithuanian farmers.
The capacities of the research infrastructure allow
providing services in a number of areas, such as
pollen and spores databanks, new methods of
research in biological particles and their interaction
with air pollutants, models for regional and local level
pollen dispersal, forecasts for outbreaks of diseases
of a phyto-epidemiological nature or caused by
mitogens, identification of allergens in products and
the environment, indirect studies in naturalisation of
invasive plants, pollen and spore atlases, identification
keys, inspection of premises’ tightness for allergens,
testing of the quality of air in premises and the
environment, visualisation of aerobiological data for
internet websites, etc.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The AEROINFRA research infrastructure created
by three institutions (Šiauliai University, Vilnius
University and the Lithuanian Research Centre for
Agriculture and Forestry) is a voluntary institutional
association implementing a national project and
addressing specific issues.
The infrastructure is prepared to further expand
international cooperation and attract international
capacities, which will create a basis for conducting
internationally significant research. The scientific
knowledge bank will be supplemented with the
data of EAACI, GA2LEN, WHO, PMP, IAA, EAS, NAF
and of other organisations.
AEROINFRA
has
excellent
prospects
for
international integration, i.e. membership in such
international RIs as EUFAR, EARLINET-ASOS.
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Biomedicine Data Warehousing, Standardization and
Analysis Research Infrastructure (MEDWAN)
Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology (KTU), K. Donelaičio St. 73, LT-44029 Kaunas

Participating institutions:
- Health Telematics Science Institute of the KTU.

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: BrainIT,
EATRIS, BBMRI.

The mankind is still facing numerous unsolved
priority issues in the area of diagnostics and
treatment of neurodegenerative pathologies and
traumatic brain injuries (TBI). The diagnostics,
monitoring and treatment of neurodegenerative
diseases require extensive fundamental and
applied research, and the development of
innovative technologies. This requires creating a
standardised multicentre international research
infrastructure. The MEDWAN RI is designed
as an instrument for the efficient solution of
neurogenerative and priority TBI problems
through cooperation of specialists in emergency
medicine, radiology, neuroinformatics, telematics
and other sciences and technologies with the EU
neuroscience centres.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
MEDWAN is a national network infrastructure for the
accumulation, storage and analysis of biomedicine
data. The MEDWAN RI aims at creating an electronic
standardised facility for the accumulation of data
on physiological monitoring of patients, diagnostics
and treatment within a nationally and internationally
distributed and centrally managed base of medical
data and productive knowledge.
This infrastructure currently under development is
intended for biomedical research, the development
of innovative biomedical diagnostic, monitoring,
physiological
measurement
and
treatment
technologies, their application in clinical practice, as
well as for the needs of the healthcare system and
international cooperation.
Lithuanian healthcare and related research institutions
are increasingly using information digitalisation and
state-of-the-art computerised equipment able to
retrieve and record large volumes of information.
Currently no systemic procedures have yet been put
in place to record valuable biomedical information
that is stored at different locations, is not readily
accessible, is insufficiently processed and for the most
part fails to meet the requirements of standardisation
and compatibility. This is a major obstacle for using
the information efficiently, exchanging it with
international research organisations, or processing
by means of powerful distributed computer network
resources.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
MEDWAN is designed to incorporate the instrumental
and internet infrastructures of the partner institutions
– Vilnius University Hospital, Kaunas University Clinics
and the hospitals of other cities – by integrating them
into a website-based open access infrastructure
which will contribute to reducing the rapidly growing
healthcare and treatment costs.
The infrastructure intends to provide the following
services: a) the processing of information provided
by users, the parameterisation, segmentation and
classification of images and signals, the differentiation
of tissues and compounds, the prediction of qualities
of proteins, the search for and processing of genetic
information, the automatic prediction of secondary
brain injury episodes (hypotension episodes,
disorders
of
cerebrovascular
autoregulation,
increased
intracranial
pressure
(exceeding
physiological limits), secondary haemorrhaging,
impaired brain compliance, etc.); b) the supply of the
user with the jointly collected information according
to the user’s needs – for a research paper, statistics,
epidemiology, or fundamental generalisations; c)
access to international repositories, networks and
databases – the automatic provision of prediction
alarms with a view to avoiding secondary brain injury
episodes, and the provision of recommendations on
the basis of the collected medical information, and
the results of its efficient processing.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
MEDWAN will be operating on the basis of joint
activity agreements between partners as an open
access RI providing resources to researchers,
creators of innovations and physicians. The
centralised management of MEDWAN research
infrastructure and the use of its equipment will
be ensured by the Telematics Science laboratory
of the KTU operating in the Santaka valley. This
infrastructure, as a national part of the European
infrastructures, will be merged with the specialised
research infrastructures of the ESFRI Roadmap
– BrainIT, and later with EATRIS and BBMRI. This
will eventually open up possibilities for further
integration into international knowledge networks,
such as neuGRID, WeNMR Grid, MedPix, OpenEHR
and others.
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Infrastructure of Experimental Animals (REIA)
Hosting institution: Lithuanian University of Health Sciences, Tilžės St. 18, 47181 Kaunas

Participating institutions:
- Lithuanian Veterinary Academy of the Lithuanian
University of Health Sciences (LVA LUHS);
- State Research Institute Centre for Innovative
Medicine.
RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation:
INFRAFRONTIER.

Experimental (laboratory) animals are important
in assessing the aetiology, epidemiology,
pathogenesis of humans and animals, and in
developing new methods of diagnostics and
treatment. Experiments with laboratory animals
are an inseparable part of research in the area of
biomedical sciences. The purpose of REIA is to
develop and implement a network infrastructure
designed for research with linear and transgenic
experimental animals.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
Currently, Lithuania does not have any developed
or implemented infrastructure for research with
experimental animals that would ensure modern,
high quality and EU standards compliant conditions
for keeping and breeding experimental animals and
conducting the relevant research. The REIA will
provide the equipment and facilities for keeping
and breeding experimental animals and conducting
biomedical research with them. REIA will provide
facilities for research in organ transplantation,
modelling of surgery interventions, molecular
medicine, biopharmaceutical studies, as well as
pharmacokinetic, pharmacodynamics, immunogenic
and toxic studies of medicines or new forms of
drugs. REIA will develop into a national platform of
laboratory studies facilitating research in cellular and
molecular mechanisms directly related to human and
animal diseases and their treatment. The developed
and modern REIA infrastructure will be important
for the relevant Lithuanian research institutions
(LVA LUHS and SRI CIM) in their efforts to create an
attractive environment for scientific and experimental
activities, and preconditions for the exchange of best
practice, and also to develop joint research projects
with researchers from foreign countries (Latvia,
Estonia, Poland, etc.) while promoting the practical
application of the achieved results, and boosting
national research capacities.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The research capacities of REIA will be used in the
studies and teaching process, the pharmaceutical
and medical industry, pre-clinical studies of new
medicines, immunogenicity studies of components of
vaccines, and also in developing diagnostic systems,
including
nanotechnologies
and
visualisation
technologies, studies of regeneration capacities of
stem cells, as well as new therapy technologies.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The participants of the REIA are the Lithuanian Veterinary
Academy of the Lithuanian University of Health Sciences
(LVA LUHS), and the State Research Institute Centre for
Innovative Medicine (SRI CIM). The creation of a national
network infrastructure in more than one research institution
is logical and expedient, as the institutions specialise their
activities according to the areas of research and the nature

As the developed infrastructure is in place, the
participating research institutions will provide the
appropriate conditions for keeping and breeding
experimental (laboratory) animals, thus significantly
reducing the need to acquire such services from
external service providers. The development of
such an RI is economically expedient, useful and
meaningful.

of the REIA infrastructure planned to be developed. The

The development of REIA in the participating national
research institutions will facilitate the enhancement
of internal research capacities, while the institutions
will be able to provide services to external users, such
as representatives of the private sector and academic
institutions. The services intended to be provided by
REIA range from pre-clinical and clinical trials with
experimental animals to trade in experimental animals
and the lease of the RI for external researchers.

and a harmonised infrastructure.

REIA to be developed at the LVA LUSH will be designed
for work with linear animals of different species, and the
REIA at the SRI CIM will be used for working with linear
and transgenic animals of several species. While creating
the infrastructure, the LVA LUSH will be responsible
for an extended diversity of animal species and the
development of the specialised infrastructure, while the
SRI CIM will deal with a limited diversity of animal species

The objective in the preparatory phase of the REIA will
be to participate in the INFRAFRONTIER initiative as
an observer and adopt the best practice of research
of the infrastructure. The future plans include joining
FELASA and enhancing the possibilities for international
cooperation

and

information

exchange.

It

should

be noted that the participation in the activities of
international organisations will facilitate the development
of a modern and high quality experimental (laboratory)
animal research infrastructure REIA in national research
institutions, and the involvement in the joint experimental
research and education projects, by inviting foreign
researchers to Lithuania under international exchange
programmes.
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Centre for Computational, Structural and Systems
Biology (CossyBio)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius

Participating institutions:
- Institute of Biotechnology of the VU;
- Institute of Biochemistry of the VU;
- Neuroscience Institute and Institute of Cardio
logy of the LUHS;
- National Cancer Institute.

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: planned
membership in EMBL, EMBO / EMBC, ELIXIR,
INSTRUCT.
The development of life and health sciences and
the pharmaceutical and biotechnology industry
depends to a very large extend on the abilities
to understand and manage biological processes
at molecular level. The Centre for computational,
structural and systems biology (CossyBio) is
a national network RI providing facilities for
fundamental and applied studies in the structure
and functions of biomolecules and biological
systems, and computer simulations.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The Centre for computational, structural and systems
biology (CossyBio) is a national network RI providing
facilities for fundamental and applied studies in
the structure and functions of biomolecules and
biological systems, and computer simulations. The
infrastructure was created specifically considering
the dependence of life and health sciences,
pharmaceutical and biotechnology sciences on the
possibilities to understand and manage biological
processes on molecular level.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
CossyBio consists of the Centres for Computational
Biology, Structural Biology and System Biology. The
Computational Biology Centre will provide high
capacity computer resources services to the growing
community of specialists in bioinformatics, users of
methods in bioinformatics and students in the area.
The Structural Biology Centre is responsible for
consultations and instrumental resources for purifying
and crystallizing proteins and their complexes, and
for establishing the spatial structure of proteins and
nucleic acids through the use of X-ray diffraction and
nuclear magnetic resonance equipment available at
the Centre. The System biology centre includes three
platforms of experimental infrastructure: genome
studies technologies operating on the basis of
DNA scanning and microarrays, mass spectrometry
and
biomolecule
spectroscopy
infrastructure
for proteomic analysis, and modern biological
imaging platforms. The Centre will be providing a
range of infrastructure resources and consultation
services for researchers in the area of biomedicine,
biopharmaceuticals and specialists in clinical studies.
CossyBio is designed to operate as an open access
centre providing a possibility to use the resources,
as a matter of priority taking into account the
competence of the users and the quality of the
research being conducted. The operating costs
should be covered by the user (e.g. from the funds of
financing organisations or foundations).

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
CossyBio is in the early stage of development on
the basis of the instrumental resources of the
Saulėtekis, Santara and Santaka valleys. CossyBio
uses and integrates the instrumental and computer
resources of the Institute of Biotechnology and the
Institute of Biochemistry of the VU, the Neuroscience
Institute and the Institute of Cardiology of the
LUHS, the Institute of Oncology of the VU; efficient
coordination of such resources can meet the needs
and requirements of the rapidly growing community
of researchers in the area of biomedicine.
The development of CossyBio is in line with
the priority area ‘Health technologies and
biotechnology’
(Molecular
technologies
for
medicine and biopharmaceutical science’) of the
Lithuanian smart specialisation.
CossyBio intends to establish relations with
EMBC / EMBO, EMBL, INSTRUCT and ELIXIR. The
Centres for computational and structural biology
could efficiently operate as national branches of
the European RI ELIXIR (European Life-Science
Infrastructure for Biological Information) and
INSTRUCT. The Centre for systems biology could
function as a national branch of the European RI
network EISBM (European Institute for Systems
Biology and Medicine). The protein crystallisation
and X-ray diffraction equipment at the Centre for
structural biology of CossyBio is the one-of-a-kind
infrastructure in the Baltic States, and is readily
used by Estonian and Latvian researchers when
conducting their studies in the area.
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Infrastructure for Ecological Metabolomics (INECOM)
Hosting institution: Nature Research Centre, Akademijos St. 2, 08412 Vilnius

Participating institution:
- Klaipėda University Coastal
Planning Institute.

Research

and

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: EMBRC.

Metabolomics is the scientific study of chemical
processes involving substances generated by
living organisms (metabolites). Metabolites are
present in living organisms and the environment.
There is growing scientific evidence that
most secondary metabolites are relevant
for interactions between organisms (both
antagonistic, including toxins, and mutualistic),
i.e. important in supporting the functioning of
ecosystems both on the genetic, as well as on the
entire population or ecosystem levels. INECOM is
a national network RI focusing on metabolomics
that studies chemical substances produced by
living organisms and determines the interactions
between organisms and the environment.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
Large quantities of metabolic molecules function
in nature as infochemical substances, kairomones,
pheromones, allelopathic compounds, natural toxins,
etc. Although most of them constitute only a small part
of the total biomass of organism, they are the basis for
the ecological specialisation as they may affect the
organism species distribution, nutrition peculiarities,
as well as the reproductive performance and the
structure of communities. Many of such compounds
are already being applied as a biotechnological
substance in biomedicine, agriculture, aquaculture
and chemical industry, however, they undoubtedly
have a potential for a much wider use. Currently,
Lithuanian research institutions are able to conduct
only a very limited number of required studies. To
be able to address the problems, the RI has to be
adapted for a multifunctional use.
The purpose of INECOM is to ensure the instrumental
resources and a specific competence required for
research in metabolomics while integrating research,
environmental protection and the needs of the
industry. The efforts are intended not only to create an
internationally competitive specialised infrastructure
for chemical ecology research and competitive on the
international scale, but also to promote researchers
in different areas (terrestrial, aquatic ecology and
agro-ecology) to work together, as currently the
capacities of Lithuanian researchers working in the
area ecology metabolomics are dispersed among
several institutions.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The outcome of the project will include two open
access centres designed for research of secondary
metabolites in terrestrial and aquatic ecosystems.
The facilities developed during the project will
provide small metabolite molecules emission and
identification services, and consultations to ecologists
and biologists (researchers, doctor’s or master’s
degree students). The infrastructure will also facilitate
consultations on carrying on experiments in biology
designed to assess the impact of metabolites. The
infrastructure will ensure access to the databases of
biologically active chemical substances.
INECOM will provide the tools required for the
development of partnerships with companies
working with new biologically active components,
including toxins and pharmaceuticals. The RI will
undoubtedly have a significant impact and provide
an impetus upon innovativeness in Lithuania,
expanding capacities of research in the area of
ecology. The application of new methods and tools
of chemical ecology in the aquatic science will open
new possibilities for managing the quality of water in
the Curonian Lagoon and the neighbouring areas of
the Baltic Sea. By using most advanced methods and
research infrastructure, researchers and scientists will
be able to participate in the research of new active
compounds together with international partners.

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INECOM will be operating through network nodes
each of which will be represented by an institution
participating in the development of the RI, and

specialising in the circulation of metabolites in a
specific ecosystem contributing with its information
and technological infrastructures. The institutions
manage separate parts of the RI; however, by
merging into a network, they undertake to share
their information, technological and other resources
assigned to the network.
The RI will participate in international cooperation
which will include and substantially expand the
already operational network of EU and USA partners
enabling joint research activities. Studies of algae
toxins are intended to be carried in cooperation
with Linnaeus University in Kalmar (Sweden), and
the University of Gdansk (Poland). Secondary
research in metabolites of marine organisms will be
performed in cooperation with the University of Jena
(Germany), Linnaeus University in Kalmar (Sweden),
the University of Gdansk (Poland), Stazione
Zoologica Anton Dohrn (Italy), the Institute of Biomolecular Chemistry, Plymouth Marine Laboratory
(United Kingdom). Semiochemical research will
be carried out in cooperation with the Royal
Institute of Technology in Stockholm (Sweden), the
University of Hamburg (Germany) and Penn State
University (USA). The equipment currently available
– gas chromatography with a biological (electro
physiological) detector – is one-of-a-kind in the
Baltic region and the Nordic countries, and it is also
used by researchers from Sweden.
The cooperation in the area will foster the partnership
and include sample studies in the search for new
useful biological compounds in different locations
throughout Europe, as well as research of active
biological compounds and analysis at partner
laboratories.
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Consortium Biobank-LT
Hosting institution: Association of Santariškės medical institutions,
P. Baublio St. 5, 08406 Vilnius
Website: http://www.biobank-lt.eu/

Participating institutions:
- Association Santaros slėnis;
- Innovative Pharmaceutical Industry Association;
- Association of Crohn‘s Disease and ulcerative
Colitis of Lithuania;
- Association of Oncohematology Patients
Kraujas;
- Oncology Hospital, Kaunas Clinical Hospital
of the Hospital of the Lithuanian University of
Health Sciences;
- Association of Santariškės medical institutions;
- Lithuanian University of Health Sciences;
- Kaunas Clinical Hospital of the Lithuanian
University of Health Sciences;
- UAB Kamieninių ląstelių tyrimų centras;
- Children’ Hospital, PI Vilnius University Hospital
Santariškių klinikos;
- State Research Institute Centre for Innovative
Medicine;
- National Centre of Pathology, PI Vilnius
University Hospital Santariškių klinikos;
- Vilnius University;
- PI Vilnius University Hospital Santariškių klinikos.
RI type: network.
The Biobank-LT consortium replaced the Human
Biological Resource Centre that was presented in
2010, and in 2011 was included in the Roadmap of
Lithuania.

ESFRI and international cooperation: planned
membership in BBMRI ERIC.
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Modern fundamental and applied biomedical
research requires high quality biological
substances – human tissues, samples of body
fluids, cells and genetic material. The consortium
Biobank-LT is a national RI operating on an open
network principle and uniting healthcare and
research institutions, patients’ organisations and
the business sector. This research infrastructure
will ensure access to large volumes of high-quality
biological samples, and to documents required
for good performance of biobanks, promote
knowledge economy in the country and enhance
the competitiveness of Lithuanian researchers in
the international arena.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The life and biomedical research infrastructure is
sufficiently developed in Lithuania. There is a number
of highly qualified specialists working in the area;
however, the test material available is inadequate to
engage in different research activities. A biological
resource infrastructure in Lithuania is required in
order to ensure the successful collection of large
volumes of biological material, and the preparation
and preservation of samples suitable for research.
The new national network of biobanks under
development will become a national centre for
biological resources to be used in biomedicine,
bio-pharmaceutical and biotechnology studies.
The Biobank-LT consortium will bring together
not only the resources (biobanks), but also the
users of biobanks (scientists, pharmaceutical and
biotechnology companies), as well as the final product
users, i.e. patients (personalised medicine). The
Biobank-LT consortium will engage in the promotion
and publicity of the activities of Lithuanian biobanks,
seek to attract international partners and investors,
participate in international projects and fill the gap in
the Lithuanian life science system.

The consortium will follow the best practice of
European and global network structures of the
type. The Biobank-LT consortium will integrate the
biobanks operating in Lithuania into a single network,
ensure universal access to the shared information
system of biobanks, develop an integrated quality
management system compliant with the international
standards, ensure integration with local and national
healthcare sector information systems, and represent
the interests of Lithuanian biobanks at national
institutions and international organisations.

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The consortium Biobank-LT is a network infrastructure
with no legal personality, incorporated under a
joint activity agreement signed by clinical hospitals
of Lithuanian universities, higher education and
research institutions, biotechnology business entities,
patients’ organisations and medical associations.

The Biobank-LT consortium intends to join the
European biological research infrastructure BBMRI
ERIC. The membership in the European research
infrastructure will provide Lithuanian researchers
with access to the collections of human biological
resources and other high quality data accumulated
at the biobanks of BBMRI ERIC network partners.
ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
Joining BBMRI ERIC will enable the national network
For researchers, the Biobank-LT consortium will
of biobanks to adopt the best operational practice,
provide access to a wealth of high quality biological
the relevant standards, quality management systems,
samples, based on sound principles, both on the
legal regulations, information technology solutions,
national and international scale.
and create the conditions conducive to international
integration of science.
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RIs IN NATURAL SCIENCES AND TECHNOLOGIES

Ten RIs in natural sciences and technologies were selected to be included in the present
Roadmap:

• INOCHEMAS – Centre of Innovative Chemistry;
• LitGrid-HPC – Lithuanian Grid Infrastructure for High-Performance
Computing;
• Mechatronika – Research Infrastructure of Mechatronics;
• MNAAPC – Micro-, Nanotechnology and Analysis Open Access Centre;
• MAO – Molėtai Astronomical Observatory;
• Laser RI – High-Intensity and Broad Spectral Range Ultrashort Pulse Laser
Research Infrastructure of National and International Access;
• PTC – Centre of Semiconductor Technologies;
• SPECTROVERSUM – Centre of Spectroscopic Characterization of Materials
and Electronic / Molecular Processes;
• AChePha – Centre for Applied Chemistry and Biopharmaceutical Research;
• ULTRATEST – Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing, Measurement and
Diagnostics Centre.
40
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Centre of Innovative Chemistry (INOCHEMAS)
Hosting institution: Centre for Physical Sciences and Technology,
Savanorių pr. 231, 02300 Vilnius

Participating institutions:
- Institute of Chemistry of the FTMC;
- Faculty of Chemistry of the VU.
RI type: localised.
ESFRI and international cooperation: intended
membership in the ESS.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
One of the key objectives of INOCHEMAS is the
development of an infrastructure required for the studying
and production of high added value chemical substances
and products. Such infrastructure is expected to enhance
the efficiency of the R&D activities in chemistry, and
strengthen the cooperation with industry in the area of
chemistry. INOCHEMAS is intended to become a centre

for high pressure and high temperature hydrothermal/

a single nucleus. As part of INOCHEMA, three new joint

solvothermal synthesis, the synthesis of thin layers and

FTMC Chl and VU Chl research laboratories of Material

membranes of functional materials, the synthesis and trials

Analysis, Organic Synthesis and PCVD Trail Test will be

of micro quantities of organic compounds, the analysis of

established within the framework of the Saulėtekis valley.

innovative materials, the development of biological sensors,
the synthesis of optical materials and the production of
coatings. The laboratories will be supplied with equipment
enabling most advanced synthesising of complex structure
materials required for innovative technologies, extracting
their layers, membranes or coatings, and evaluating the

The development of new high technology products

for the development of technologies for the generation of

requires modern materials that have to meet the

new functional materials, the establishment of new spin-

increasing quality requirements; therefore, significant

off start-ups for the purpose of their commercialisation

The synthesis of micro quantities of organic compounds

attention has to be devoted to the development of

or, alternatively, for the application of such technologies at

(especially important for biotechnology and industry),

fundamental research in the area of synthesis and

high-tech, laser, light conversion, biotechnology and similar

and the production of coatings of optical materials, thin

development of new materials, as well as the evaluation

companies launching their operations in Lithuania.

layers and membranes of functional materials (relevant

indicators and qualities of synthesised materials.

of their qualities. A major technological breakthrough

for electronics and optoelectronics industry) are possible

is associated with the application of new materials

only having established new laboratories equipped with

in the areas of electronics, optoelectronics, laser

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

unique and state-of-the-art apparatuses and devices. The

technologies, biotechnologies and others. The Centre

Currently the Institute of Chemistry of the FTMC (FTMC

systems integrating several different methods of analysis

of Innovative Chemistry (INOCHEMAS) is established

Chl) provides a range of services, including the analysis of

allow obtaining valuable information on the qualities

with a view to strengthening the infrastructure required

the chemical and physical composition of solid materials

of innovative materials and their practical applicability

for the production and description of complex structure

and solutions, deposition and characterisation of coatings,

in a more accurate, complete and faster way. Unique

materials to be used for the purpose of innovative

expert evaluation of corrosion damage, hazardous waste

equipment makes it possible to carry out experiments in

technologies.

decontamination or regeneration of valuable elements. The

a quality manner, and compete more successfully on the

Faculty of Chemistry of the VU (VU ChF) provides different

international research arena by publishing the results in

services in chemical analysis of substances. The INOCHEMO

most important scientific journals, carry out joint research

RI will expand the range of services adding the synthesis

with foreign partners, and obtain patents for the results of

(production) of substances, i.e. the synthesis of substances

the research.

The Centre of Innovative Chemistry will be responsible
for coordinating the participation of Lithuanian higher
education and research institutions in the international
consortium European Spallation Source (ESS), a future
multi-disciplinary research centre based on the world’s
most powerful and modern neutron source.
INOCHEMAS intends to participate in the Excellent Nordic
Chemistry programme funded by the Nordic research
board NordForsk. For Lithuanian chemists, it is a matter
of strategic importance to maintain continuous relations
with partners from Scandinavian universities, institutes
and industry entities, since the universities of Denmark,
Norway, Finland and Sweden provide the world’s best
material synthesis and characterisation equipment.

on individual orders and the deposition of friction-resistant
aluminium, nickel or precious metal coatings.
Each of the partners individually intends to establish new
or modernise the existing laboratories (5 laboratories at the
FTMC Chl and 8 laboratories at VU Chl) installing unique
synthesis and analysis equipment which will be used
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STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
INOCHEMAS will bring together specialists in chemistry
and chemical materials science of the FTMC and the VU into
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Lithuanian Grid Infrastructure for High-Performance Computing
(LitGrid-HPC)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius
Website: http://www.supercomputing.vu.lt/

of Biochemistry and the Centre for Physical Sciences

Service, the HPC facilities are used for the simulation of

and Technology. Researchers from institutions other

phenomena in the atmosphere of Lithuania.

than the VU use the HPC resources in relation to projects
implemented jointly with the VU. The resources of the
supercomputers are allocated for computation operations
according to the regulations of open-access centres
approved by the VU. The themes of research carried out

Participating institutions:
- Vilnius University;
- Centre for Physical Sciences and Technology.
RI type: localised, network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: planned
membership in PRACE, CERN.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI

range from astrophysics phenomena to the simulation of

LitGrid-HPC is a national research infrastructure that in

and nanoderivatives, spectroeletrochemical studies of

an integrated and efficient manner provides computation
and related services (user identification, training, safety,
programme engineering and scientific projects requiring
high performance computing solutions, as well as other
procedures) to users and ensures a highly integrated
functionality of access to the resources of the HPC and data

To achieve progress in science, it is of utmost
importance to permanently expand and support
the existing parallel computation laboratories
and the existing clusters able to meet the needs
of Lithuanian researchers, as well as those of
the private and public sectors. The currently
operating systems and capacities need to be
consolidated for cooperation and engagement
in the activities of the European networks HPCEuropa, PRACE. These possibilities are provided
by a national research infrastructure LitGrid-HPC.

repositories.

simulation of processes in photoactive organic substances
biological systems and their models, spectral studies of
molecular processes in biological and mesoscopic systems
(simulation of the structure and dynamics of ionic solution
molecules in the solvatation environment, characterisation
of functional organic cyclical silicon and germanium
compounds by spectral methods), the simulation of
dynamics of electronic excitation in molecular aggregates

by students and doctoral candidates, as well as for the
teaching of parallel computation methods. Study courses
on parallel computations and programming using
supercomputers are delivered to students of 1st and 2nd
study cycles.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The LitGrid-HPC infrastructure is based at the VU and
includes the open access centre HPC Saulėtekis at the
Faculty of Physics of the VU that is specifically adapted
for scientific and engineering HPC computations, as well
as the computation centre at the Faculty of Mathematics
and Informatics of the VU additionally developing grid

The operation of LitGrid-HPC is absolutely necessary to

by precise and approximate methods, the simulation of

facilitate computation operations in different areas of

small-scale turbulent phenomena in stellar atmospheres

science, and especially in biology, medicine, biochemistry,

and their impact upon the observable qualities of stars. The

spectroscopy and astrophysics, also dealing with different

simulation operations are also related to the development

challenges in the area of engineering, physics of elementary

and industrial application of the new generation processing

particles or thermonuclear fusion. The currently available

of industrial laser materials using very high frequency

resources allow using for a single task up to 1,644

impulse laser sources. The services provided by the HPC

computation nuclei, and up to 8 GB of operative memory

open access centres include consultations on the use

for each nucleus. Potential users of the services are first

of the HPC resources and compilers (PGI, Intel, MPI and

of all the institutions operating in Saulėtekis, Santara and

OpenMP), the development of parallel programmes, also

Santaka valleys, institutions of the public sector (healthcare,

quantum chemistry, Matlab simulation operations (in the

information technologies, etc.), high technology entities

Simulink, Parallel Computing Toolbox, Symbolic Math

established in science and technology parks, as well as

Toolbox Linux environment using up to 224 computation

other businesses.

nuclei); the solution of molecular mechanics/dynamics

LitGrid-HPC intends to become a member of the PRACE

problems, simulation services using different software,

consortium. In view of the current and planned research

however, subject to licence restrictions (Gamess, NwChem,

requiring the HPC resources, joining PRACE would

Dalton,WebMO, Gaussian09, WebMo, Amber12, Crystal,

best correspond to the purpose of the HPC Saulėtekis

Molcas, Molpro, VASP, Qchem), analysis of materials science

infrastructure, enabling the principal users of the centre,

and other data using the 3D graphics of the HPC.

researchers in physical sciences, to take advantage of the

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
High-performance computation services are provided at
two open-access centres of LitGrid-HPC of the VU: HPC
Saulėtekis at the Faculty of Physics of the VU, and the Open
access centre of information technologies at the Faculty of
Mathematics and Informatics of the VU.
The services provided by the HPC are most often used
by researchers of the Faculty of Physics of the VU, the
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molecular systems: studies of tungsten ion plasma spectra,

LitGrid-HPC of the VU is used for research carried out

Institute of Theoretical Physics and Astronomy, the Institute

According to a cooperation agreement between Vilnius

and cloud technologies. The integrated supercomputer
infrastructure LitGrid-HPC is part of the open access
research infrastructure database MERIL.
Since 2011, the VU has been a member of the BUX group
(Bull user group for eXtreme computing) of BULL. The
Bull User group for eXtreme computing is an independent
world-wide group of users that will cooperate to increase
the capabilities of large-scale, parallel scientific and
technical computing supplied by Bull. The VU maintains
close relations with CERN, and actively participates in
the improvement of the software used for the parallel
computing supercomputers at the centre.

possibilities offered by PRACE.

University and the National Radio and Television (NRT),
the HPC Saulėtekis infrastructure was used to transcode
the internet video archive of the NRT. Under a cooperation
agreement

with

the

Lithuanian

Hydrometeorology
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Research Infrastructure of Mechatronics (Mechatronika)
Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology (KTU),
K. Donelaičio St., 73, LT-44029 Kaunas
Website: http://ktu.edu/lt/mechatronikos-institutas

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI

Participating institutions:
- Institute of Mechatronics of the KTU.

The consolidation of the infrastructure for the creation and

RI type: localised

studies of mechatronics systems at the RI Mechatronika
is important and highly relevant for researchers in such
areas of science as mechanics, electronics, management
and information technologies so as to provide conditions

The engineering areas related to mechatronics
are one of the priority areas of engineering and
applied sciences in Lithuania. Currently, the
industry sectors directly related to mechatronics
in Lithuania generate about 5-6 % of the total
added value of the national economy. The
purpose of the national RI Mechatronika is to
create a sustainable composite of the facilities
for designing, prototyping and measuring
mechatronic systems that facilitating researchers
and industry entities in creating precision
machinery for different purposes, state-of-the-art
wellness and medical equipment, and advanced
production means.

conducive to applied research and the development of
innovative products and technologies. Since the acceleration
of growth of the added value generated by mechatronicsrelated engineering industry entities is one of the priority
tasks of the modern economy, the potential partners of this
RI are companies operating in the manufacturing industry
and the devices, electrical engineering and electronics
sectors.

The Institute of Mechatronics of the KTU seeks to become a

equipment. In cooperation with other organisations,

regional leader in mechatronics science, integrate the modern

the Institute is conducting joint projects thus providing

automatic design, experimental tests and technological

access for its partners to the available infrastructure.

equipment thus providing the required technical capacities
that allow to develop and improve innovative macro and
micro-mechatronic

tools

(precision

activators,

sensors, high capacity controls and their integrated
systems), and develop advanced automated and robotic

The Institute of Mechatronics consists of four laboratories:

systems and production technologies. Having completed

Dynamics Laboratory, Robotics and Piezomechanics

the current stage of the development of the infrastructure,

Laboratory, Biomechatronics Laboratory and Actuators

the Institute of Mechatronics now provides a unique

Laboratory.

experimental equipment unit designed for integrated tests
of (bio)mechatronics systems and ‘smart’ materials. The
Institute of Mechatronics operates a complex of equipment
for the measurement of dynamic characteristics of macro-

specialised engineering design or multidisciplinary analysis,

and microsystems and the non-contact measurement of

measurement and technological processing equipment

surface topography; the equipment is undoubtedly most

that can be used for different R&D assignments in the area

innovative in the region and integrates the systems of

of macro-, micro and biomechatronics. The Mechatronika

the scanning Dopler laser vibrometer, stroboscopic video

RI has acquired a scanning laser vibrometer, one of the

microscopy, holographic and white light interferometry. The

most modern in Europe, used to conduct composite tests

edge-cutting probe measurement stands installed at the

in construction dynamics and integrate different purpose

Institute are used for testing components of microsystems

sensors, activators or controls into multifunctional systems.

under variable vacuum and temperature conditions. One

The RI has accumulated modern biomechanic systems

of the key objectives of the further development of the RI

simulation and measurement equipment designed for

Mechatronika is the expansion and modernisation of the

creating sport training and wellness devices. Through its

laboratory production facilities that would allow realising

open access the RI provides to researchers and entities

different models and prototypes and thus accelerating the

the equipment designed for the assessment of static and

process of development of mechatronic products.

as well as their electromechanical and rheological qualities.
By assisting students in acquiring scientific and engineering
skills, the RI contributes to the training of highly-skilled
specialists in mechatronics.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

smart

The RI Mechatronika provides universal, as well as

dynamic characteristics of smart bioengineering materials,
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ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

In cooperation with LINPRA, the RI Mechatronika
participates in the activities of the European Factories
of the Future Association (EFFRA), in order to integrate
into the European system uniting the RIs that work on
the development and testing of processing equipment.
The RI Mechatronika has been successfully cooperating
with several institutes from the Fraunhofer network: in
cooperation with Fraunhofer IAF, the RI Mechatronika
is

implementing

a

7th

Framework

programme

project PiezoMAT, and is engaged in R&D activities in
cooperation with Fraunhofer IPT. Within the framework
of the PiezoMAT project, since 2013 the Institute of
Mechatronics has been cooperating with CEA-Leti
institute (France), operating as part of the Pan-European
Research Infrastructure for Nano-Structures (PRINTS),
and Tyndall National Institute (Ireland) which is included
in the European research infrastructure database MERIL.

The Institute provides different technical consultations to

The RI Mechatronika intends to join the activities of the

its potential business partners, related to the development

ESFRI RI Laserlab-Europe.

of new products and technologies and their improvement
using the currently available technological and experimental
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Micro-, Nanotechnology and Analysis Open Access Centre
(MNAAPC)
Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology, K. Donelaičio St. 73, 44029 Kaunas
Website: http://apcis.ktu.lt (http://www.fei.ktu.lt)

Participating institution:
- Institute of Material Science of the KTU.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
This infrastructure is highly instrumental in creating joint

RI type: localised.

technology and physical sciences programmes with foreign
universities. The appearance of this solid international level
infrastructure has opened new possibilities to attract the
interest of businesses, and especially the high technology

Micro-, Nanotechnology and Analysis Open
Access Centre is an integrated combination
of cleanroom facilities, nanolithography, nano
and micro structurisation, optical technologies,
thin layers and coating deposition equipment,
complemented with numerous analytical devices.

industry, and has facilitated linking the research and
development activities with the needs of the business,
cultural and social areas. The infrastructure serves well in
attracting and educating talented and highly-motivated
Lithuanian and foreign doctoral and postgraduate students
and researchers, and creating internationally recognised
doctoral degree studies and joint study programmes. The
infrastructure provides a rich material (technical) basis
adapted for capacities of international-level researchers
to ensure their qualitative and quantitative growth. The

spectroscopy, Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy,
spectroscopic ellipsometry, sliding angle Xray diffraction,
electronic spectroscopy for chemical analysis, atomic force
spectroscopy, etc.) and technological (vacuum thin film
evaporation by electron beams, magnetronic evaporation
of different configurations, electrochemical deposition
and mirroring of micro and nano-structures, etc.) services
that are made available at different divisions of the KTU
and beyond. The services assist in developing and studying
optical and plasmonic sensors, kinegramic structures
and rainbow sot-matrix holograms, microsystems, microelectro-mechanical

(MEMS)

and

micro-opto-electro-

mechanical systems, microfluidic devices, micro-optical

well as smart specialisation in materials and technologies.
The infrastructure complements the other RIs included
in the Roadmap for research infrastructures of Lithuania,
in particular the Semiconductor Technology Centre, with
new possibilities and technological equipment that will
be also made available to the Semiconductor Technology
Centre.

and structures, thin-film nanostructural self-organising

eu/). The network brings together research centres in

systems, etc.

the Baltic region (Lithuania, Latvia, Estonia, Sweden,

electron microscope (TEM) and modernise the existing
equipment for vacuum physical deposition from the vapour
phase.

Technet_Nano

(http://www.technet-nano.

Denmark, Germany and Poland) operating facilities
with cleanrooms. Currently 12 research centres are
members of the network. The Technet_nano network has
constructed a scientific service database providing a onestop-shop service of ordering a research service in the
area of micro and nano- technologies, encompassing the

The infrastructure has already put a cleanroom into
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sustainable environment, new production processes, as

network

nanoparticles, the RI intends to acquire a transmission

an energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX), a new

international level research in the area of energy,

diamond-type carbon (DLC) coatings, plasmonic materials

development of international-level research.

system (EBL) with an electronic microscope (SEM), and

strategy of Lithuania, and is intended to carry out

The NOAC KTU is a member of the Baltic cleanroom

In order to operate a full set of equipment for studying

operation with an installed electron beam lithography

The infrastructure complies with the smart specialisation

elements, superhydrophobic and superhydrophilic surfaces,

operation of the infrastructure is an impetus for the

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES

Centre under the KTU.

STRUCTURE AND INTERNATIONAL
COOPERATION

deep-UV contact optical lithography and UV nano-imprint

The project is implemented by Kaunas University of

lithography system, in addition to the new inductively coupled

Technology. The infrastructure at the Institute of Materials

plasma (ICP) activated deep reactive ion-etching system

Science is part of the National Open Access Centre. The

(DRIE). Two electron beam physical vapour deposition

National Open Access Centre (NOAC) includes the Santaka

(EBPVD) devices whose construction is compatible with

valley and part of the Nemunas valley. The strategy for the

operations in clean-air premises have been transferred

NOAC KTU is approved by the Board of the Santaka valley,

to the new premises of Santaka valley and installed in

and the R&D activities and the operation of the equipment

the clean-air environment. The existing infrastructure

according to the orders of external and internal users are

also provides a range of analytical (Raman scattering

coordinated by the National Innovations and Business

entire cycle of the development of innovative products
that ranges from all-purpose research to limited series
production. Other members of the network include such
research centres as Acreo (Sweden), the Royal Institute
of Technology (Sweden), Fraunhofer Institute for Silicon
Technology (Germany), University of Kiel-ChristianAlbrecht (Germany) and the University of Southern
Denmark (Denmark). Furthermore, the infrastructure
cooperates with the Open Access Centre of the
University of Gothenburg in Sweden, and is in the process
of concluding a contract with the University of Latvia. In
2014, relations were established with the Open Access
Centre of Stanford University in the USA.
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Molėtai Astronomical Observatory (MAO)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius
Website: mao.tfai.vu.lt

Participating institutions:
- Centre for Physical Sciences and Technology
(FTMC).
RI type: localised.
ESFRI and international cooperation: currently
active membership in the following international
consortiums: EUROPLANET – European research
infrastructure, WET – the Whole Earth Telescope,
ASTRONET – European Astronomy Observatory
Network; planned membership in Roque de los
Muchachos Observatory (ORM) and the European
Southern Observatory (ESO).

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
Having regard to the strategic needs and the trends
of the development of astronomy in Europe and the
world, as well as the experience and competence of
Lithuanian researchers, the MAO implements and
plans long-term research programmes that cannot be
undertaken in the largest laboratories of the world due
to the limitations of the time dedicated to research
activities. A large part of the research carried out at
the MAO is planned through the participation in the
activities of international consortia (EUROPLANET,
WET, ASTRONET, etc.).

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The European Astronomy Development Strategy
for 2010-2020, in addition to the large (39 m
E-ELT, 30 m TMT, 24.5 m GMT) and already
operational telescopes of 8-10 m, devotes special
attention to smaller devices. The purpose of the
National RI MAO project is to upgrade the existing
astronomical observatory thus ensuring its
successful participation in international research
programmes.
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The principal activity of the MAO is spectral and
photometric studies of the universe, and astroseismic
observations. The Observatory is also involved in the
search for objects close to the Earth. There are three
telescopes operated at the MAO, of 1.65 m, 0.63 m and
0.51 m in diameter, in addition to the most modern
instruments, such as a high resolution spectrograph,
CCD cameras, and a radial velocity measurement
spectrograph CORAVEL.
The principal service rendered by the MAO is the
provision of astronomic observation time for research
using the telescopes and other instruments available
at the MAO. The MAO operates as an open access
centre – 70 % of the telescope and other instrument
usage time are allocated for the implementation of
research programmes on the basis of tenders, having

regard to the scientific quality of proposals (40 % of
the observation time are allocated to researchers from
Lithuanian research institutions, and 30 % of the time
are used for joint tenders with foreign researchers).
Another 30 % time slot is used for the technical
maintenance of the telescopes and for educational
programmes. The usage time for the telescopes is
allocated by a joint committee of experts from the
VU and the FTMC that examines the applications
twice a year.
The MAO will be implementing or continuing
educational and scientific promotion projects aimed
at training and educating young researchers. The
MAO hosts on a regular basis international schools
of astrophysics for doctor’s and master’s degree
students from the Baltic and the Nordic countries, and
is a venue for internship placements for students from
the VU and the Lithuanian University of Educational
Sciences, camps for schoolchildren, and numerous
events for the public at large.

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The MAO was established in 1969, and is currently a
division of Vilnius University; in the future the MAO
intends to enhance its integration with the instrumental
and computer resources of the Centre for Physical
Sciences and Technology, in order to meet the rapidly
increasing demands of Lithuanian astronomers. The
MAO fully meets all the requirements for analogous
international astronomic studies infrastructures. The
activities of the MAO correspond to a priority of

the Lithuanian smart specialisation ‘Inclusive and
creative society: Modern education technologies
and processes promoting the development of a
creative and productive personality’.
The RI MAO is an active participant in the activities
of a number of international consortia, such as
EUROPLANET, WET and ASTRONET.
In the future the MAO intends to participate in
programmes implemented by the Gai, PLATO and
Euclid space observatories of the European Space
Agency (ESA) to complement their resources with
the data of land-based observations.
The MAO is also planning to join the Roque de
los Muchachos observatory (ORM) of the Canary
Islands Institute of Astrophysics that brings together
60 astronomy institutions from 20 countries of the
world. The Roque de los Muchachos observatory
operates one of the world’s largest optical telescopes
of 10.4 m in diameter. The ORM observatory also
has other telescopes that are of great importance
to Lithuanian researchers (4.2 m WHT, 3.6 m TNG,
2.6 m NOT) with radiation recording facilities that
significantly expand the capacities of the MAO for
the implementation of the current research projects.
Joining the activities of the ORM would be an
extremely important step on the path of integration
with Europe’s most important astronomical RI – the
European Southern Observatory (ESO) operating
the ESFRI RI, the currently constructed largest
optical telescope E-ELT.
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High-intensity and Broad Spectral Range Ultrashort Pulse Laser
Research Infrastructure of National and International Access
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius

Participating institutions:
- Faculty of Physics of the VU;
- Centre for Physical Sciences and Technology
(FTMC)
RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: ELI ERIC.

The use of laser equipment in industry, medicine
and households confirms the diversified utility
of the technology, its commercial and scientific
capacities. In order to realise such potential
capacities, a number of high-level fundamental
and applied sciences infrastructures are being
established in Europe. The scientific subject
matter of the Laser RI includes the generation of
ultrashort light pulses in a wide spectral range
(VUV-IR) and their application in the research
of light-matter interactions, ultrafast processes,
laser nano- and microtechnologies.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The Laser RI will bring together the capacities and
expertise of the respective divisions of the VU and
the FTMC that are highly relevant for fundamental,
as well as applied research in the Lithuanian laser
industry. The development of fundamental research
will contribute to the strengthening of international
cooperation in implementing joint projects funded
under the European Commission programmes,
as well as maintaining the membership in the
international distributed RI (LaserLab-Europe and
others), which will create conditions conducive to the
development of new innovative products. The areas
of research relevant for the development of applied
research and laser technologies in Lithuania – laser
optical components, laser material microprocessing
technologies and ultrashort pulse lasers – will allow to
use the equipment being purchased in a more efficient
manner obtaining a synergy effect of interaction
among several expert groups, thus materially
enhancing the technological capacities of the joint
laboratories and helping to reach a critical number
of researchers in the specific areas. The supply of
the RI with modern training and research equipment
would open new possibilities for developing new and
promising areas of science, or even expanding the
competences in a number of laser technology areas.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
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conducting research in the area of application of high

and Laserlab-Europe 3 (2012–2015). The activities

intensity lasers, nonlinear optics phenomena, interaction of

carried out under the LaserLab-Europe projects include

laser radiation and materials, laser spectroscopy and lasers,

improvement and application of ultrashort pulse lasers;

and for more than 10 years providing international access

the projects also provide access to the relevant research

to the unique laser facilities for EU researchers. The key

resources for researchers from the EU and associated

partner of the Laser RI is the FTMC which is well equipped

countries. The Laserlab-Europe 3 project involves 29

and has highly-skilled experts, as well as long-standing

partners from 19 European states. 80 foreign researchers

experience in the areas complementing the possibilities

visited the LRC VU during the 42 visits organised as part

of the VU’s employees, such as the application of well-

of the Laserlab project in 2004–2013. The infrastructure

developed laser methods for studying complex biological

of the LRC VU is made available to researchers visiting

systems, the development of special optical coatings for

the centre under the 7th FP or bilateral programmes, as

ultrashort pulse lasers, or the application of ultrashort

well as to students according to the Erasmus programme.

pulses for the creation of nano-metric and micrometric

Visits under Laserlab-Europe will be also organised in the

structures.

future, and the project also intends to initiate exchange of

The Laser RI provides national and international access for
studying ultrafast processes in different physical, chemical
and biological systems, the interaction of high intensity

master’s degree students with foreign universities. The RI
expects to become part of the European RI consortium
ELI ERIC in the future.

laser radiation with materials, nonlinear optical phenomena,

The Department of Laser Technologies (DLT) of the

application of ultrashort pulses in creating nanometric

FTMC carries out joint research with foreign scientists,

and micrometric structures, parametric strengthening of

for that purpose using the available laser technology

modulated frequency ultrashort pulses, as well as national

infrastructure and receiving numerous visiting researchers

access for the application of advanced laser methods in

from the Hanover Laser Centre (LZH), Leibnitz Institute

studying complex biological systems. Lithuanian and foreign

for surface Modification (IOM) (Germany), ENEA (Italy),

businesses are provided laser radiation time for testing

UPM (Spain) and Kocaeli University (Turkey). In 2013, the

their products; the RI is also available for the specialised

DLT started coordinating a 4-year project APPOLO under

and standardised measurement of laser components for

the 7th FP, involving 21 partners from 8 countries; the

Lithuanian and foreign research and business organisations.

project has benefited from the EU financial assistance of
EUR 11 million. The objective of the project is to strengthen

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION

The Laser RI essentially consists of the Department of

Since 2004, the Laser Research Centre of the VU has

Quantum Electronics and the Laser Research Centre of the

been providing international access under the projects

VU, as the largest and strongest research division in Lithuania

of the integrated European laser infrastructure: LaserlabEurope (2004–2008), Laserlab-Europe 2 (2009–2012)

cooperation between the public and private sectors
according to the EU initiative ‘Factories of the Future’ in
developing new laser technologies.

The Laser RI is important for the priority area
‘Photonic and laser technologies’ under the
Lithuanian smart specialisation strategy.
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Centre of Semiconductor Technology (PTC)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius and
Centre for Physical Sciences and Technology, Savanorių Ave. 231, 02300 Vilnius
Website: http://www.tmi.vu.lt/atvira-prieiga; http://www.ftmc.lt/lt/verslui.

Participating institutions
- Faculty of Physics of the VU;
- Institute of Applied Arts of the VU;
- Semiconductor Physics institute of the FTMC;
- Institute of Physics of the FTMC;
- Institute of Chemistry of the FTMC.

RI type: localised.
ESFRI and international cooperation: intentions to
participate in international projects by using the
capacities of the infrastructure.

The purpose of the Centre of Semiconductor
Technology is to provide access to state-ofthe-art scientific infrastructure meeting the
needs of researchers and higher technology
schools working in the area of nanotechnologies,
photonics and energy-efficient appliances.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The PTC is a modern localised technological
infrastructure that will integrate organic and
non-organic semiconductor materials and their
compounds cultivation technologies, facilities for
studying their structural, optical, electrical and
physical qualities, as well as tools for designing
electronic devices with the possibilities for planar
technology and element packaging. The PTC RI is
based on several breakthrough technology groups
from the VU and the FTMC related by their shared
objectives to develop optoelectronic devices,
produce their prototypes and thoroughly examine
and demonstrate their practical applicability. The
open access equipment at the PTC is designed to
meet the expectations of scientists and business
entities, produce test samples and design
prototypes of commercial devices. The PTC will
attract innovative Lithuanian companies producing
semiconductor devices and equipment containing
semiconductor components and integrated
modules. The centre will be extremely instrumental
for students in acquiring technological skills and
will motivate them to carry out research activities.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
According to the specificity of the tasks defined
by the individual technology groups of the PTC,
and the purpose of the equipment used by this
RI, the PTC is structured as four major functional
units: (1) semiconductor molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE) technologies; (2) cultivation of non-organic
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semiconductors by the metal organic chemical vapour
deposition (MOCVD) technique; (3) semiconductor
processing technologies; (4) technologies of organic
semiconductors and their compounds.
The services provided by the RI are much diversified
and include the development and cultivation
of organic and non-organic semiconductor
materials, the formation of new structures and
their characterisation, the processing of cultivated
compounds, and the production and testing of limited
edition test prototypes. The PTC will be equipped to
carry out pilot tests of electronic, optoelectronic and
microwave devices.

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The PTC is developed according to a common
agreement between researchers from different
institutions implementing the ‘National centre for
physical sciences and technology’ project of the
Saulėtekis valley. At the VU the infrastructure is
represented by researchers from two core academic
units of the VU – the Faculty of Physics (the
Semiconductor Physics Department, the Department
of Solid-State Electronics), and the Institute of
Applied Sciences, while the FTMC is represented by
researchers from the Institutes of Semiconductor
Physics, Physics and Chemistry. These scientific
capacities are further strengthened by researchers
from the Department of Physics and the Institute of
Physical Electronics of the KTU.

The PTC RI cooperates with foreign semiconductor
technology research centres, including HeinrichHertz Institute, the company Aixtron (Germany), the
world’s leading supplier of deep UV LEDs Sensor
Electronic Technology, Inc. and Prof. A. Khan nitride
semiconductor laboratory at the University of South
Carolina (USA), Prof. S. Parovki group at the Institute
for High Pressure physics, as well as the Polish
company TopGan, the manufacturer of volumetric
GaN and homoepitaxial films. The partners of the RI
facilitate actuating the semiconductor technology
equipment acquired under the Saulėtekis valley
programme, and contribute to the harmonization
of the PTC’s operations ensuring open access
to the PTC facilities. The expertise acquired by
researchers and students in the course of their
numerous visits at technological centres of the
foreign partners is invaluable for developing
the activities of the PTC. Due to the exceptional
concentration of technological equipment at a
single centre, the PTC will be attractive to research
groups and small companies from neighbouring
states. The Centre does not seek to compete with
large semiconductor technology centres that are
well supplied with technological equipment and
recognised at international level. Large technology
centres (such as IMEC in Belgium, FORTH in Greece,
the Optoelectronic Centre at Tampere University)
are examples to follow, and potential partners in
developing cooperation in the future.
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Centre of Spectroscopic Characterization of Materials and
Electronic / Molecular Processes (SPECTROVERSUM)
Hosting institution: Vilnius University, Universiteto St. 3, 01513 Vilnius
Website: http://www.spectroversum.ff.vu.lt

Participating institutions:
- Faculty of Physics of the VU;
- FTMC.

RI type: localised, centralised.
ESFRI and international cooperation: negotiations
concerning the signature of the cooperation
agreement with the ESFRI structure EUROFEL.

Any studies or research of nature, as well as the
development or construction of new devices
requires the knowledge of the composition of
materials and processes at molecular level. That
is a prerequisite for managing the processes
and providing for new qualities of materials.
Spectrometry is the most informative and
universal method for studying the composition
and structure of materials, interactions and
processes, providing molecular level information
about the object studied. SPECTROVERSUM is
a national RI that renders integrated spectral
research services.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The purpose of the RI SPECTROVERSUM is to
provide most complete information about the
composition of materials and processes taking
place in them, using wide spectrum band radiation,
from ultraviolet to microwave spectrum, as well as
mass spectrometry. In order to provide a detailed
description of a material, it is necessary to use not
one but several spectral test methods that work
in different areas of the electromagnetic radiation
spectrum. Abundant and valuable information is
provided by modern mass spectrometry methods
determining the elemental and isotopic composition
to a high level of accuracy. At present, the EU has no
institutions able to provide such complex spectral
testing services integrating spectral methods in very
different areas and classic spectrometry methods
with mass spectrometry methods. Due to a huge
variety of spectrometric methods, researchers who
use methods of a specific kind often have little

knowledge of the possibilities provided by other
techniques. Therefore merging the competence
of users in a specific research object and that of
researchers from the RI SPECTROVERSUM in
the area of spectrometry is expected to produce
qualitatively new knowledge and information
about the composition of the studied materials
and the processes occurring in them.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The RI SPECTROVERSUM carries out different studies
using most modern methods and instruments that an
individual group of researchers would find too costly
and inappropriate to acquire. The Centre carries out
not only regular spectrometric studies required for
the initial description of materials and processes,
but also targeted spectrometric experiments, for
example, by using additional equipment specifically
designed to identify the most subtle qualities of
the structure of a material and interactions, clearly
understand the composition of the object being
studied and observe the processes within short-lived
molecular compounds.
The Centre uses equilibrium constant, linear, non-linear
and coherent spectrometry and mass spectrometry
methods. SPECTROVERSUM provides the following
services: (1) BMR EPR spectrometry, (2) microwave
and terahertz spectrometry, (3) registration and
analysis of absorption in wide spectral range (UV-FIR),
Raman distribution spectres and chemical images
of surfaces, (4) Raman spectrometry of biological
objects, (5) registration and analysis of fluorescence
spectres, (6) IRMS, ICP-MS, AMS mass spectrometry.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The
principal
participants
in
the
RI
SPECTROVERSUM activities are the VU and
the FTMC. The SPECTROVERSUM centre
comprises five groups set up according to the
spectrometric competence:
Microwave and
terahertz spectrometry group, Radiospectrometry
group, Vibrational spectrometry group, Group
of spectrometry of electronic states and Mass
spectrometry group.
The groups of SPECTROVERSUM are engaged in
joint research with a number of foreign partners:
Dresden University of Technology (Germany),
Lund University (Sweden), Jagiellonian University
(Krakow), Poznan University (Poland), Malmö
University (Sweden), the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (Gaitherburg, USA), the
National Institute of Chemistry and Jožef Stefan
Institute of Chemistry (Slovenia). In cooperation
with their foreign partners, the researchers of
SPECTROVERSUM publish scientific articles and
intend to continue the cooperation by carrying
out joint research and publishing the results in
recognised international research publications.
Members of the RI group also participate in
international research projects.
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Centre for Applied Chemistry and Biopharmaceutical
Research (cluster) (AChePha)
Hosting institution: Kaunas University of Technology, K. Donelaičio St. 73, 44029 Kaunas
Website: http://achepha.ktu.edu

Participating institutions:
- KTU;
- LSMU;
- VDU;
- ASU;
- KU;
- LEI.

RI type: network.
ESFRI and international cooperation: planned
cooperation with INSTRUCT.

In a number of industry areas, technological
progress can be achieved only using new materials
of specific physical and chemical characteristics,
their nanocomposites and multicomponent
compounds, as well as renewable energy
sources. The Cluster for applied chemistry and
biopharmaceutical research focuses on applied
research producing results of chemical and
biopharmaceutical research which are relevant
for the development of new materials and
technologies and which could be used in the
industry sector.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
Many of the rapidly developing areas in the
materials science are new and intended for niche
applications, therefore suitable for the development
in a small country like Lithuania. Nanotechnologies
are successfully converted from exotic methods
applied in laboratories into technologies that have
wide practical application and are designed for
producing different functional materials, including the
technologies that facilitate the production of nanostructural materials in Lithuania through conventional
means showing significant development prospects.
Therefore, a strategically important research area
for Lithuania is the design, synthesis and description
of materials required for innovative technologies,
such as biopharmaceutical research and energy, and
studies of the interaction between the structure and
the qualities of such materials creating a scientific
foundation for the production of such materials.
The RI AchePha RI seeks to bring together
research and interdisciplinary competences for
developing innovative materials and processes, and
their application in the chemical industry and the
biopharmaceutical, energy and environmental sectors.
The main participants of the infrastructure will be the
laboratories of the partner divisions operating on the
basis of the research infrastructure developed at the
research and business centres Santaka, Nemunas and
the maritime sector valley. The principal objective of

the infrastructure participants is to carry out research
in the area of chemistry and pharmaceuticals.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The research carried out by partners of the Centre
is related to applied chemistry and pharmaceuticals.
Due to the diversity of research carried out, the
Centre offers services of the highest level of expertise
in different areas of science requiring experience in
chemistry research and encompassing such areas
as the synthesis of new materials, pharmaceuticals,
chemical
engineering,
renewable
energy,
environmental protection, ecology and many others.
The Centre has capacities to deliver services to
numerous companies whose activities require results
of research in applied chemistry and pharmaceuticals.
The Centre will provide facilities for research to
scientists from KTU, LSMU, VDU, VU, ASU, VGTU, KU,
the Lithuanian Energy Institute, Space Science and
Technology Institute, and other higher education and
research institutions, as well as industrial enterprises.

STRUCTURE AND
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
Partners in the development of the AChePha RI
include the Faculty of Chemical Technology of the
KTU, the Faculty of Pharmacy of the LSMU, the
Faculty of Natural Sciences of the VDU, the Institute
of Environment and Ecology of the Faculty of

Forest Science and Ecology of the ASU, the Marine
Research and Technology Centre of the KU, the
National open access centre for Future Energy
Technologies of the LEI, the Laboratory of heat
equipment research and testing, the Laboratory of
combustion processes, the Laboratory of materials
research and testing, and the Centre for hydrogen
energy technologies (VETC) of the LEI. A total of
150 researchers and 120 doctoral degree students
participate in the activities of the RI. The Centre is
managed according to the open access models,
and is prepared for further development while
seeking integration of the national infrastructures
operating in the areas of applied chemistry and
biopharmaceuticals.
At international level, AChePha seeks to join the
activities of international research infrastructures,
cooperate with international companies and
execute their orders on an outsourcing basis.
Partners of the Ccentre participate in numerous
international science industry organisations, for
instance, European Technology Platform for
Sustainable Chemistry (SusChem), Centre of
Excellence for Sustainable Water Technology
(Wetsus), Plasma Technology Cluster BalticNetPlasmaTec, International Energy Agency (IEA)
Hydrogen Implementing Agreement (HIA), and
others. The Cluster intends to seek cooperation with
international infrastructure networks and projects,
such as EAST-NMR and INSTRUCT.
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Ultrasonic Non-Destructive Testing, Measurement and
Diagnostics Centre (ULTRATEST)
Hosting institution : Kaunas University of Technology, K. Donelaičio St. 73, 44029 Kaunas
Website: http://ktu.lt/umi/en/

Participating institutions:
- Prof.
Kazimieras
Baršauskas
Research Institute of the KTU.

Ultrasound

RI type: localised.

Ultrasound research, measurement, monitoring
and diagnostics systems are among the key
ecological technological systems present in the
human environment, as well as measures for the
observation of engineering constructions and
non-destructive studies ensuring the safety of
operation of such systems. This allows ensuring
the safety of life and improving its quality. K.
Baršauskas Ultrasound Research Institute at the
KTU has been conducting international research in
the area of ultrasound information measurement
and diagnostics systems for more than 50 years.

THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The research carried out at Prof. Baršauskas
Ultrasound Research Institute is concerned with
the processes of ultrasonic wave motion in and the
interaction with different materials (environments),
with a view to obtaining valuable information about
the physical and mechanical qualities of the test
items, or their qualities. The results of such research
are used in developing innovative ultrasonic nondestructive research and measurement systems that
help to obtain qualitatively new information about
the items being examined. Those are the methods
for non-contact ultrasonic non-destructive research
of complex composite materials, ultrasonic nondestructive research and observations of large size
metal constructions applied using guided ultrasonic
wave, special ultrasonic converters for working in
liquid metals under high temperatures and high
radiation levels, and many others.

ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES
The activities of the Centre are predominantly focused
on the development of ultrasonic non-destructive
tests, visualisation systems, as well as systems for the
studying and monitoring of the qualities of ultrasonic
materials (including biological qualities). The purpose
of such research activities is to create innovative
ultrasonic information measurement systems that
are instrumental in addressing the issues of safety
of complex technological systems and engineering
constructions.
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The Centre conducts research on orders of Lithuanian
entities (State Nuclear Power Plant, AB Achema),
or foreign customers (Flonidan, Endress+Hauser,
Bosch), also by cooperating with other Lithuanian
and foreign research centres and institutions
(institutes and clinics of the LSMU, Belgian Nuclear
Research Centre SCK*CEN, TWI). The Ultrasound
Research Institute has participated and continues
to be involved in numerous projects under different
measures and national programmes funded within
the different stages of the European Framework
Programme (FP – 5(1), FP–6(7), FP–7 (16), Eurostar
(2).
The open access centre Santaka valley conducts a
range of applied research based on non-destructive
ultrasonic methods:
• studies of physical and mechanical qualities of
materials by ultrasonic methods and an X-ray
microtomograph;
• technical feasibility studies of the application of
non-destructive tests and non-invasive ultrasonic
technologies in industry;
• studies of biomedicine ultrasonic diagnostics and
monitoring systems and technologies;
• studies for ensuring the safe operation of
technologies for monitoring of energy objects;

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The material basis of the RI ULTRATEST comprises
the technical research equipment available at Prof.
K.Baršauskas Ultrasound Research Institute at the
KTU (KTU UMI), the founder of the RI, and acquired
under a project implemented at Santaka valley. In
the near future, the Centre intends to acquire new
innovative equipment specifically designed for the
newly developed infrastructure.
KTU UMI, as one of the key founders of the
infrastructure, maintains relations with different
partners internationally, or carries out research
as contracted by international institutions. In
cooperation with the World Centre for Material
Joining Technology, the RI ULTRATEST participates
in the establishment of the Remote ultrasonic
research centre (RURC) that will be engaged
in the research and development of innovative
remote ultrasonic methods and systems, and
training of highly-skilled specialists. In the course of
development, the RI has received dozens of verbal or
written confirmations from the current cooperation
partners concerning the need for services that will
be provided by the future research infrastructure,
and the intended cooperation.

• development of non-destructive tests and
monitoring in the systems of automatic defect
detection methods.
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I. MOKSLINIŲ TYRIMŲ INFRASTRUKTŪRŲ
APIBRĖŽIMAS, PASKIRTIS IR REIKŠMĖ

RI IN AGRICULTURE SCIENCES

One RI in agriculture sciences was selected to be included in the present Roadmap:

• AGBC – Centre for Plant Genetics and Biotechnologies
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Centre for plant genetics and biotechnologies (AGBC)
Hosting institution: Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and Forestry,
Instituto Al. 1, Akademija, Kėdainiai district
Website: http://www.lammc.lt

Participating institutions:
- Lithuanian Research Centre for Agriculture and
Forestry (LAMMC)
RI type: localised.
ESFRI and international cooperation: planned
membership in EPPN, NPPN, BRISK.

Modern genomics technologies, in particular the
most advanced DNA sequencing technologies, are
the most effective instruments allowing fast and
efficient evaluation of the genetic composition
of individual plants and their populations.
These technologies are indispensable for
determining such qualities of complex plants
as adaptivity to the changing environmental
conditions, succession mechanisms; at the same
time, however, it is necessary to simulate, to
a respective extent and at a required accuracy,
the changing conditions in the environment and
evaluate the manifestation of the phenotypic
features of a plant or its populations. A laboratory
of phenomics of plant adaptivity at the Centre
for plant genetics and biotechnologies would
fill in this gap and facilitate the most efficient
utilisation of the existing facilities at LAMMC and
other institutions.
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THE NEED FOR AND THE 		
PURPOSE OF THE RI
The Centre for plant genetics and biotechnologies
is designed for integrated studies of the impact of
the changing climate and anthropogenic activities
on the adaptability of plants and its management
principles. The AGBC laboratories are currently
developing an infrastructure providing a possibility
to simulate and study the attributes of the factors
restricting the adaptability of individual plants,
and establish in vitro, and, on a smaller scale, in
vivo, the genetic factors causing their occurrence.
The variety of the accumulated experimental data
ranges from plant cytology, metabolomics and
photophysiology to areas of molecular markers, and
allows identifying individual qualities of plants and
advancing hypotheses concerning their adaptivity
to the changing climate and anthropogenic activity
conditions.
To ensure its efficient operation, the Centre will
need to acquire equipment for studying plant
adaptivity phenomics that would enable in vitro
testing of new identified plant adaptability models
in an automated phenotyping system of a larger
scale under semi-natural environmental conditions
(phytotron). Such facilities could be used for a
primary testing of hypothetical in vitro models
before shifting to long-term tests under field
conditions.

ACTIVITY AND SERVICES
The LAMMC carries out large-scale research with
a focus on the determination, management and
utilisation of the genetic capacities of plants.
Currently the Centre provides the following services:
analysis of plant metabolites and processing of the
data through the use of capillary electrophoresis,
cultivation of cells in a bioreactor, measurements of
parameters of plant photosynthesis in vivo, qualitative
and quantitative determination of compounds by
gas (GC / FID) and high-performance liquid (UPLC
/ DAD / MS / ELSD) chromatography, studies and
evaluation of the genetic potential and growth of
plants under simulated environment conditions,
and evaluation of plant architectonics. The Centre
intends to provide the following additional services:
perform an experimental evaluation interaction of the
genotype with the natural environment in situ, study
the interaction of the genotype with technological
factors, and investigate the realisation of the potential
of agricultural plants and their adaptivity under
conditions of high agrophone.
During the first and the second year, the Centre would
focus on the development of genetic-physiological
models for ensuring the adaptability of plants, the
identification of candidate genes, the study of their
occurrence in the course of adaptation, and the
physiological expression of excessive adaptability.
During the third to fifth year, the identified genetic
models would be tested under semi-natural
environmental conditions within an automated

plant adaptivity phenomics system. The identified
valuable genotypes would be further tested under
field conditions with a view to developing an
economically valuable product.

STRUCTURE AND 				
INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION
The current AGBC infrastructure consists of five
minor structural units, i.e. laboratories well equipped
with modern experimental research facilities. The
management of the infrastructure will be related
to the management structure of the Open access
centre of the Lithuanian Research Centre for
Agriculture and Forestry.
The Centre for plant genetics and biotechnologies
will provide conditions conducive to international
cooperation. The AGBC infrastructure intends to
become part of the European Plant Phenotyping
Network EPPN, the Nordic Phenotyping Network
NPPN, and to cooperate with the European
Research Infrastructure for Thermodynamic
Biomass Conversion BRISK.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THE ROADMAP

APPOLO – Hub of Application Laboratories
for Equipment Assessment in Laser Based
Manufacturing, http://www.appolo-fp7.eu/.
ARIADNE – Advanced Research Infrastructures for
Archaeological Dataset Networking in Europe,
www.ariadne-infrastructure.eu.

CLARIN-ERIC – Common Language Resources and
Technology Infrastructure, http://clarin.eu/.

ASTRONET – European Astronomical Observatories
Network, http://www.astronet-eu.org/.

COPAL (ex-EUFAR) – Community Heavy-Payload
Long endurance Instrumented Aircraft for
Tropospheric Research in Environmental and
Geo-Sciences, http://www.eufar.net/copal.

BBMRI-ERIC – Biobanking and BioMolecular
resources Research Infrastructure, http://bbmrieric.eu/.

DARIAH-ERIC – Digital Research Infrastructure for
the Arts and Humanities, https://www.dariah.
eu/.

BrainIT – Brain Monitoring with Information
Technology, http://www.brain-it.eu.

DDI – Data Documentation Initiative, http://www.
ddialliance.org/.

BRISK – Biofuels Research Infrastructure for
Sharing Knowledge, http://briskeu.com/.

EAACI – European Academy of Allergy and Clinical
Immunology, http://www.eaaci.org/.

CARARE
–
Connecting
Archaeology
and
Architecture in Europeana, http://www.carare.
eu/.

EARLINET-ASOS – European Aerosol Research
Lidar Network – Advanced Sustainable
Observation System, http://www.earlinet.org/.

CEA-Leti – Commissariat à l’énergie atomique et
aux énergies alternatives, pranc. Laboratoire
d’électronique et de technologie de l’information,
http://www-leti.cea.fr/en.

EAS – European Aerobiological Society, http://
www.eas-aerobiology.eu/.

CERIC-ERIC –
Infrastructure
eric.eu/.

Central European Research
Consortium, http://www.ceric-

CERN – Conseil Européen pour la Recherche
Nucléaire.
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CESSDA-ERIC – Consortium of European Social
Science Data Archives, http://cessda.net/.

EAST-NMR – Enhancing Access and Services to
East European users Towards an efficient and
coordinated Pan-European pool of Nuclear
magnetic resonance capacities to enable global
collaborative research & boost technological
advancements, http://east-nmr.eu/.
EATRIS-ERIC – European Infrastructure for
Translational Medicine, http://www.eatris.eu/.

ECCSEL – European Carbon Dioxide Capture and
Storage Laboratory Infrastructure, http://www.
eccsel.org/.

ERIC – European Research Infrastructure
Consortium,
https://ec.europa.eu/research/
infrastructures/index_en.cfm?pg=eric.

ECRIN ERIC – European Clinical Research
Infrastructure Network, http://www.ecrin.org/.

ESFRI – European Strategy Forum for Research
Infrastructures, http://ec.europa.eu/research/
infrastructures/.

EFFRA – European Factories of the Future
Research Association, http://www.effra.eu/.
ELI-ERIC – Extreme Light Infrastructure, http://
www.eli-laser.eu/.
ELIXIR – European Life-science Infrastructure
for Biological Information, https://www.elixireurope.org/.

ESS ERIC – European Social Survey, http://www.
europeansocialsurvey.org/.
ESS-ERIC – European Spallation Source, http://
europeanspallationsource.se/.
EUFAR – European Facility for Airborne Research,
http://www.eufar.net/.

Biology
Biology

Euro-Argo – European Research Infrastructure
contributing to Argo international programme,
http://www.euro-argo.eu/.

EMBL – European Molecular Biology Laboratory,
http://www.embl.de/.

EUROPLANET – Europlanet 2020 Research
Infrastructure, http://www.europlanet-2020-ri.
eu/.

EMBC/EMBO – European Molecular
Conference, European Molecular
Organization, http://embc.embo.org/.

EMBRC – European Marine Biological Resource
Centre, http://www.embrc.eu/.
EMSO – European Multidisciplinary Seafloor and
Water-Column Observatory, http://www.emsoeu.org/.

FELASA – Federation of Laboratory Animal
Science Associations, http://www.felasa.eu/.
FORTH – Foundation for Research and Technology
– Hellas, http://www.forth.gr/.

ENEA – Agenzia nazionale per le nuove tecnologie,
l’energia e lo sviluppo economico sostenibile,
http://www.enea.it/.

Fraunhofer IAF – Fraunhofer-Institut für
Angewandte Festkörperphysik, http://www.
iaf.fraunhofer.de/.

EPPN – European Plant Phenotyping Network,
http://www.plant-phenotyping-network.eu/.

Fraunhofer IPT – Fraunhofer-Institut für
Produktionstechnologie,
http://www.ipt.
fraunhofer.de/.
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FTMC – Centre
Technology

for

Physical

Sciences

and

LINPRA – Engineering Industries Association of
Lithuania.

PRACE – Partnership for Advanced Computing in
Europe, http://www.prace-ri.eu/.

GA²LEN – Global Allergy and Asthma European
Network, http://www.ga2len.net/.

LSMU VA – Lithuanian Veterinary Academy of the
Lithuanian University of Health Sciences.

PRINS – Pan-European Research Infrastructure for
Nano-Structures, http://www.prins-online.eu/.

GTC – Nature Research Science

MedPix – Medical radiology imagining database,
http://rad.usuhs.edu/medpix/.

SHARE-ERIC – Survey of Health, Ageing and
Retirement in Europe, http://www.share-project.
org/.

HSM – Humanities and social sciences
IAA
–
International
Association
for
Aerobiology,
https://sites.google.com/site/
aerobiologyinternational/.
ICOS – Integrated Carbon Observation System,
http://www.icos-ri.eu/.

R&D – research and development.
RI – research infrastructure.

IMEC – Interuniversity MicroElectronics Center,
http://www2.imec.be/.

NAF – Nordic Aerobiological Federation, https://
www.sites.google.com/site/nordicaerobiology/.

INFRAFRONTIER – European infrastructure for
phenotyping and archiving of model mammalian
genomes, https://www.infrafrontier.eu/.

neuGRID – A Grid-Based e-Infrastructure for
Data Archiving and Computationally Intensive
Applications in the Medical Sciences, https://
neugrid4you.eu/.

INSTRUCT – Integrated Structural Biology
Infrastructure
for
Europe,
https://www.
structuralbiology.eu/.
IOM – Leibniz-Institut für Oberflächenmodifizierung
e. V., http://www.iom-leipzig.de/.
JIV-ERIC – Joint Institute for Very Long Baseline
Interferometry ERIC, http://www.jive.nl/.
KTU – Kaunas University of Technology.
LAMMC – Lithuanian Research
Agriculture and Forestry.

Centre

for

LifeWatch ERIC – European Infrastructure on
Biodiversity and Ecosystem Research, http://
www.lifewatch.eu/.
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MERIL – Mapping the European Research
Infrastructure Landscape, http://portal.meril.
eu/.

NPPN – Nordic Plant Phenotyping Network, http://
nordicphenotyping.org/.
OAI-PHM – Open Archives Initiative Protocol
for
Metadata
Harvesting,
https://www.
openarchives.org/pmh/.
OpenEHR – Open Domain-driven Platform for
Developing Flexible e-Health Systems, http://
www.openehr.org/

SIOS – Svalbard Integrated Earth Observing
System, http://www.sios-svalbard.org/.
SMĮA – Santariškės Association of Medical
Institutions, http://www.santariskes.eu/.
ŠU – Šiauliai University, http://www.su.lt/.
UPM – Universidad Politécnica de Madrid, http://
www.upm.es/.
VDU – Vytautas Magnus University, http://www.
vdu.lt/.
VU – Vilnius University, http://www.vu.lt/.
WeNMR – Worldwide e-Infrastructure for Nuclear
Magnetic
Resonance
Spectroscopy
and
Structural biology, http://www.wenmr.eu/.
WET – Whole Earth Telescope, http://www.physics.
udel.edu/gp/darc/wet.
WHO – World Health Organization, http://www.
who.int/.

PMP – Pollen Monitoring Programme, http://pmp.
oulu.fi/.
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